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Design, analysis and verification of damage to]erant structures embraces both
structural characterization and damage detection assessments. Methods to
detennine fatigue performance, crack growth and residual strength of complex details have improved significantly since the introduction of commercial jet transports. Less technology development has occurred on integrating
this capability in development of structural ir.spection program recommen. dations reflecting the value of normal operator maintenance activities. Damage detection considerations required to achieve a flexible maintenance
program without compromising structural safety are addressed in th~s review.

INTRODUCTION
Design of safe and competitive jet transport structures involves a host of significant considerations. This review is focused on continued airworthiness challenges in tenns of evolution of
design and verification requirement~, analysis methods and examples of lessons learned.
Design of structures is fundament~lly a guided interactive process aimed at achieving a
practical balance between state-of-the-art structural capability and the intended usage requirements. These capabilities and requirements are typically evaluated against each other through a
disciplined design process comprising regulations, methods and analysis, data bases, validation
tests, etc. Static design of structures has evolved since the: infancy of aviation towards widely
accepted analysis methods and allowables design and verification 2rocedures which reflect
cumulative service experience. Development of equivalent disciplined design and analysis
methods for damage tolerance has suffered due to the absence of widely accepted and practical
evaluation procedures. Floating industry procedures tend to prevent timely and systematic·
improvements through feedback of experience into standardized procedures for structural
evaluations.
Modem airplanes operate in a complex combination of external load sources, environments, human elements and economic requirements. The primary airframe components are designed specific static and dynamic loading conditions, defonnation and functional criteria.
Operating service loading criteria for design and verification of durability and damage tolerance

to
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are equally important. Fatigue and consequent cracks have been a challenge for the airplane industry since the time of the Wright brothers.
Development of Boeing technology standards over the last twenty years have been focused on a practical balance between simplicity and technical credibility aimed at providing structures engineers with useful and service/test validated analysis tools. Although much essential
knowledge was obtained with moderate reliance on computers, large-scale durability and dam~
age tolerance analyses would not be feasible without computers and associated developments of
numerical methods of stress analysis. The challenge of providing visibility of key parameters
remains omnipotent to retain true engineering coupled with experience and realism of results.
Design Principles
Static Strength Design. Structural design criteria have evolved since the infancy of aviation to achieve structural strength in the absence of accidental, corrosion and fatigue damage.
Design limit loads for maneuvers; gust and ground loading conditions are based on millions of
commercial airplane flights. There is very little regulatory guidance given on stressing methods
for structures subjected to these loads since such analysis tools have evolved based on cumulative
experience to a point where it is exceptional for airframes not to attain design limit/ultimate load
levels in full-scale verification tests. Primary ahframe components are designed to meet specific
static and dynamic loading conditions, deformation and functional criteria. The overall capability
of the undamaged primary airplane structure to meet static strength requirements is demonstrated
by analysis and supported by test evidence.
Safe-Life Designs. Reliance of safe-life principles for continued airworthiness of early
commercial aiiplanes were to some degree successful. This was primarily due to rapid technology developments rendering airplanes obsolete before serious challenges of the established life
limits. Conversion of World War II bombers to airliners caused some aiiworthiness authority
concerns which resulted in limits of operational lives and/or initiated measures for non-destructive
testing.
In the 1950s, it became clear that static strength criteria had to be supplemented by estimated replacement times for some critical structural elements such as spar beams on numerous
one-spar and two-spar wings. Many such configurations had evolved during the military bomber
type developments during World War II.
It became clear that fatigue failures would likely be due to use of high strength aluminum
alloys without corresponding increase ~n fatigue strength. Further compounding the problem was
improved stress analysis methods coupled with detailed and full-scale static testing of structural
componentsJ which often would eliminate past hidden static strength margins. The knowledge of
actual operating conditions also became more extensive which provided more precise static
strength ,analyses based on rational ultimate design conditions ..
Important lessons were learned and fatigue test requirements emerged. Repeated load
testing was for instance perfonned on the Comet I in 1950. These tests were carried out on the
same wings used for ultimate static strength tests. The influence of these high loads on cumulative
fatigue damage is today ~elf evident but not recognized at the time. It was also recognized through
experience that first defects in the fleets could occur at less than a quarter of the test demonstrated ·
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life. The attempts to design for a certain life was gradually changed to control fatigue life by
limiting major component service lives. The use of imprecise and inaccurate fatigue analyses
coupled with inherent material scatter characteristics often resulted in unnecessarily short lives
and many sound structures were retired prematurely. Implementing safe-life principles often
resulted in political problems for some airplane types in service in different countries. The overall
problem with the safe-life principles were indeed that an acceptable commercial airliner safety
·
standard could not be economically achieved.
Today~ safe-life design principles are typically limited to ground loaded structures such as
high strength landing gear steel components for which substantial fatigue test verification is required.
Fail~Safe Concepts. Most of the inherent problems of the safe-life principles were addressed by adoption of the fail-safe concepts in the late l 950s, spurred by such experiences as the
Comet accidents. The primary emphasis at that time was on a multiple structural member concept
with established strength requirements for failure of a single structural element or an obvious
partial failure. Considerable testing was conducted to verify design concepts. Fail-safe structures
achieved safety levels equivalent to prudent safe-life designs more economically, but specific
limits on the maximum risk that eventually would be experienced were not explicit.

Experience has shown that the fail-safe design philosophy has generally been effective in
allowing sufficient opportunities for timely detection of structural damage. The design envelope ·
criteria were intended to represent more critical conditions than would nonnally be encountered
by partial failures and adjacent structural cracking.
The analysis verification was typically based on static strength evaluations for different
structural member failures scenarios. This would often lead to residual strength demonstration by
analysis of defined obvious failures rather than showing that all the partial failures with insufficient residual strength were obvious. Failure modes were not al ways predicted with sufficient
accuracy to ensure that structural failures would be obvious and safe. Further, structural failures.
could progress in unanticipated ways and older airplanes were found with quite unexpected defects.
Fail-safe structures have served commercial jet transports well in tenns of credible but
imperfect safety records. Accidental damage and corrosion related deteriorations have been sus-·
tained in numerous cases without compromising structural safety. The fail-safe design concept is
founded on redundancy which indeed has seived well for these types of damage. In terms of
fatigue damage, particularly in cases of aging airplanes subjected to damage at multiple sites,
structural redundancies are riot always efficient based on obvious damage design and_inspection
considerations. Back-to-back fittings may have excellent structural safety capability in tenns of
accidental damage and/or c01;rosion while crack initiation in adjacent, redundant members is likely
and similar unless the load paths are totally independent or significantly different. Thus, accepting the existence of the circwnstances that necessitated redundancy also means accepting that the
redundancy is not very effective in some instances to provide desired structural reliability. Moreover, for the reliability to be as expected, it is apparent that both load paths must have adequate
structural fatigue life in the first place.
The continued use of aging jet traiisports beyond typical lives characterized by technical
obsolescence of previous generations of commercial airplanes raised questions about the continued structural airworthiness of airplanes designed and certified to the fail-safe principles. By th~
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1970s it was clear that airline operators were expected to find cracks that were far from obvious
and the safety by inspection became more recognized.
The debate among experts in the industry and airworthiness authorities in the mid 1970s
~came more focused on the adequacy of inspection programs for timely detection in support of
fail-safe principles used during the last two decades. Limited full-scale testing in some cases
coupled with lack of teardown inspections made it difficult to know where and when to inspect,
which inspection methods to use, and more importantly if there would be sufficient opportunities
for damage detection.
Combined industry and airworthiness authority activities in the late 1970s promulgated
necessary changes of the regulatory requirements to reflect state-of-the-art developments. In
addition to residual strength evaluations, damage growth and inspection requirements with considerations of damage at multiple sites were incorporated in FAR/AC 25.571 (Amendment 45)
for new airplanes and in CAA Notice 89 and AC 91-56 for development of supplemental inspections of aging airplanes. We had in a sense reached a point in recognizing that safe-life, fail-safe
and damage tolerance principles each have some inadequacies and that indeed a combination of
all three philosophies are needed in some cases. The redundancy of the fail-safe structure is desirable to the extent economically feasible to provide structural safety. Widespread fatigue damage and independent local damage inspection thresholds depend on fatigue assessments supported
by test evidence. Inspection intervals depend on crack growth, residual strength and damage
detection assessments recognizing the value of nonnal inspection programs for corrosion and
accidental damage.
Damage Tolerance Principles. Implementation of the damage tolerance principles in 1978
encouraged application of contemporary engineering methods to detennine inspection thresholds and intervals. Most manufacturers included dependent damage at multiple sites in early
damage tolerance assessments. Independent damage at multiple sites in areas with many similar
structural details subjected to similar stresses have provided additional challenges to maintain
continued structural airworthiness as discussed later.
It is prudent to recognize the USAF contributions to damage tolerance implementation.
These military requirements differ in details but not in principle. Prior to 1958, military airplane
designs were based on static strength requirements. Numerous structural cracking problems
occurred since material and structural degradation due to repeated loadings were not properly
accounted for. The Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP), initiated in 1958, was based on
a fatigue initiation approach and was moderately successful. This essentially safe-life approach
was replaced by the fracture mechanics (fatigue crack growth) approach in 1975 which essen-.
tially embraces the damage tolerance concepts but with strong emphasis on the assumption that
imperfections are present in an early stage of airplane service. Two qualification approaches are
used, slow crack growth and fail-safe. Assumed initial flaws are used in either case to determine
inspection thresholds and intervals. The use of crack-arrest (fail-safe) structure is rewarded by
relaxed limit load requirements based on damage detection opportunities. The current ASIP
philosophy used since 1975 has been extremely effective in ensuring structural safety by reducing hull losses by about 80%. The initial flaw concepts have worked well by providing a calibration and comparison of damage tolerance characteristics between airplane models. Slow crack
growth qualification based on the initial flaw concepts are not readily applicable for commercial
jet transport structures without comparative crack initiation and damage detection assessments.
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, Planning for continued structural airworthiness is an evolutionary process blending increased understanding of the parameters affecting durability and damage tolerance with service
experience. Structural characteristics required to achieve structural design objectives must be
satisfied jointly by:

•

Damage Tolerance: Ability of structure to sustain anticipated loads in the presence of
fatigue, corrosion or accidental damage until such damage is detected through inspections or malfunctions and repaired.

•

Durability: Ability of the structure to sustain degradation from such sources as fatigue, accidental damage and environmental deterioration to the extent that they can
be controlled by economically acceptable maintenance and inspection programs.

Interaction between structural damage tolerance and durability characteristics must be
recognized in design, manufacturing and operation of modem jet transports. Design evolution
and maintenance requirements are motivated by both safety and economic concerns. While these
aspects are difficult to separate entirely, damage tolerance is primarily governed by minimum
certification requirements jointly developed by the regulating agencies, manufacturers, and operators. Durability characteristics of damage tolerant structures mainly influence the economics
of in-service operation, maintenance and repair, and are dictated by the requirements of a com,
petitive international market.
The introduction of damage tolerance philosophy has stimulated more emphasis on damage detection reliability, particularly for non-destructive inspection methods. Laboratory developed probability of detection (POD) curves are often relied upon in service environments beyond
what is justified by experimental evidence. This is an even more serious problem when these
methods are called upon to search an area for unknown defects rather than to confinn the presence
of a specified type ancJ location. Cracks missed during inspections are often not properly accounted
for in POD data. Visual inspection has been and will continue to be the main source of initial
detection of previously unknown damage in most commercial jet transport structures. The lack
of interest and resolve in the research community to characterize and quantify visual POD data

is indeed perplexing.
Inspectability and accessibility characteristics of the structure must be such that general
visual methods of damage detection can be confidently employed for the majority of the structure. Directed inspections involving sophisticated damage detection equipment may be acceptable in areas where inaccessibility dictates infrequent inspections and/or to ad~ress known
in-service problems until modifications are accomplished. Proper damage detection assessments
are particularly important for structures with locally hidden details by accounting for different
inspections and access directions during nonnal maintenance.
· Certification of commercial jet transports mandates damage tolerant designs in all instances
where it can be used without unreasonable penalty. The technical capability has evolved to relate
inspection requirements to damage growth which, in the past, were based on service experience.
Primary airframe components are designed to meet specific static and dynamic loading conditions that greatly exceed normal operating loads, Figure 1. As the airplane progresses through its
service life, damage may occur and reduce static strength capability (residual strength). Structure
is damage tolerant if damage that may occur, can be discovered and repaired before the residual
7
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strength falls below the regulatory fail-safe capability. The damage detection period is dependent
on structural characteristics as well as maintenance and inspection procedures. Once damage has
been detected, strength must be restored to the ultimate design level. Aging airplane structure
may be affected by widespread fatigue damage that alters the detection requirements. This is due
tC? the effect of local damage at multiple sites on residual strength capability.
Airplane structure can be categorized to determine safety analysis requirements. Any detail,
element or assembly, which contributes significantly to carrying flight, ground, pressure or control loads and whose failure could affect the structural integrity necessary for the safety of the
airplane is classified as a Principal Structural Element (PSE). The remaining structure is classified as other structure.
Damage tolerance is the preferred principle to achieve structural operating safety based on
timely damage detection. Most structure requires an inspection program matched to the structural
characteristics for timely damage detection, Category 3, Figure 2. Damage tolerance thus comprises three distinct elements of equal importance for achieving the desired level of safety:
•

Residual Strength (Allowable Damage): The maximum damage, including multiple
secondary cracks, that the structure can sustain under regulatory fail-safe load conditions which are significantly higher than the maximum loads expected to occur in a
typical flight.

•

Crack Growth (Damage): The interval of damage progression from lengths below
which there is negligible probability of detection to an allowable size determined by
residual strength requirements. -

•

Damage Detection (Inspection Program); A sequence of inspections in a fleet of airplanes with methods and intervals selected to achieve timely damage detection. Structural inspection programs are typically developed by use of rating systems for each of
the three major fonns of damage, Figure 3.

_To date, damage tolerance and durability evaluations seem to have been useful in restraining designers from using higher stress levels by providing a numerical basis supporting sound
engineering judgment. Continued use of first and second generation jet transports offer many
challenges to apply damage tolerance principles in a way that will provide safety under ever
changing cracking patterns.
ELEMENTS OF DAMAGE TOLERANCE
The key objective for airplane structure designed to the damage tolerance concept has
always been to carry regulatory fail-safe loads until detection and repair of any fatigue cracks,
corrosion, or accidental damage occurring in service. The fail-safe desigri approach in the 1950s
and 1960s was essentially focused on multi-structural member concepts, with established strength
requirements for the failure or obvious partial failure of a single structural element. Considerable
testing was conducted to verify these design concepts.
The ability to analyze damaged structure has progressed significantly during the last twenty
years through the evolution of fracture mechanics. Assessments now consider residual strength,
8
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damage growth, interactive multiple damage sites and quantitative structural maintenance evaluations. Figure 4 illustrates a case of local dependent multiple damage in a wing structure. The
ability to use the emerging technology advancements has in the past been confined to relatively
few specialists in the field of fracture mechanics. Boeing has developed damage tolerance technology standards suitable for use by large teams of structures engineers of varying levels of familiarity with fracture mechanics concepts.
Structural maintenance is the cornerstone for ensuring continued airworthiness of damage
tolerant structures. The link between complex fracture mechanics analyses and adequate structural inspections is often simplified to selection of inspection intervals as a fraction of the crack
growth interval. The key to damage tolerance is damage detection, and therefore more practical
detection assessment procedures were developed in the early 1980s. Experience with new model
maintenance program developments and supplemental structural inspections of older models have
proven that available maintenance resources can be used more efficiently based on damage detection rating systems.
Residual Strength

Technology Standards. The maximum allowable damage that a structure can sustain at a
critical fail-safe level is the key to the level of damage growth and inspections needed to ensure
damage detection. -Malfunction evident or obvious damage structure, described above as Category 2, Figure 2, requires only verification of residual strength capability. Structures described
as Category 3 also require crack growth assessments and damage detection by planned inspection
programs.
Monolithic and particularly brittle material structures tend to conform cl_osely to the traditional engineering methods of fracture mechanics. Built-up ahplane structures consist of multiple sheet, stiffener, and fastener elements. Interaction between these cracked and uncracked
elements causes significant redistribution of stresses. Failures are often precipitated by local exhaustion of plastic strain capability of the most critical elements, and/or net section failures involving a mixture of fracture mechanics and transitional behavior in some elements. Special failure
criteria and deflection parameters necessary to characterize the residual strength properties for
damage levels ranging from short secondary cracks in adjacent details to larger primary cracks
in details subject to inspection, Figure 5. .

are

Fracture toughness properties define the ability of a material to resist rapid fracture in the
presence of fatigue cracks or other flaws. Fracture toughness is characterized by p~ane stress or
transitional stress conditions that are complicated by the degree of crack-tip plasticity and associated stable crack extensiqn manifested prior to failure. Consideration of these characteristics is
essential for realistic residual strength assessments, and large test panels are required to validate
complex structural designs. Built-up panels loaded to limit load levels exhibit substantial local
deformation of critical elements. Failure analyses are thus dependent on elastic-plastic deflection
allowables for both fastener and skin stringer elements.
Configuration factors for built-up structures for use in linear elastic fracture mechanics
analyses require substantial modifications to reflect large deflections at stresses beyond yield.
Load redistribution factors defining local stress fields resulting from a given amount of cracking
are also required for evaluation of critical adjacent elements such as stringers or frames.
9
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The residual strength has to equal or exceed the regulatory fail-safe loads, and several
failure modes must be considered. Some of the failure conditions can be detennined by stress
intensity factor and/or R-curve methods, depending on material ductility and fracture toughness
characteristics. Interaction between net section failure behavior and elastic-plastic element de ..
flection constraints tend to limit traditional fracture mechanics applications, and special allowables
based on extensive test verification are necessary in many instances.
Test Verification. While component tests provide valuable verification data, the specimen complexity precludes their use in developing analysis methods. Therefore, approximately
600 fracture tests on panels between 200 and 2300 mm wide containing cracks between 0.5 and
600 mm long have been conducted. Configurations tested were center cracked panels, double
edge cracked panels, and panels with cracks at a fastener hole. Residual strength outside the
valid range of applicable linear elastic fracture mechanics was thoroughly investigated. Effects
of variables such as crack-tip configuration, load rate, and material variability also were
studied. Crack growth data were obtained during the cyclic loading applied to sharpen the
crack-tips.
A composite of normalized failure behavior plotted against crack length (L), n01malized
to the length beyond which linear elastic fracture mechanics applies {Ly), is shown in Figure 6.
An analytical representation of this behavior also is shown. The data for L!Ly greater than unity
were obtained primarily from center cracked panels fabricated from wing upper surface material,
while similar data for wing lower surface materials fall in the transition region, belying their ductile
behavior. The region near uncracked behavior was obtained by tests of 225 mm wide specimens
containing small part-through or through thickness cracks.

Lessons Learned. The emphasis on residual strength verification has gradually shifted in
recent years from wing structures to fuselage pressure shells. The teardowns and testing of aging
707 airplanes in the mid 1970s were primarily concentrated on wing structures. The extended use
of jet transport structures raised concerns about multiple site damage in fuselage structures and
the interaction with safe decompression failure modes in the I 980s. The obvious damage per
Category 2 of Figure 2 had been substantiated by test evidence and service experience for thin
gages. The concern for possible influence of small undetected cracks which could influence the
residual strength capability prompted modification in 1987 of technology standards to classify
such lap splices as Category 3, i.e. damage detection by planned inspections. While no credit is
taken for safe decompression modes in the maintenance planning, it is still a desirable design
feature to provide additional protection for undetected service damage under extreme
circumstances.
In 1990 Boeing completed development of two large pressure test fixtures, one with an
1800 mm radius, representing a narrow body, and ~:me with a 3200 mm radius, representing a wide
body, Figure 7. These fixtures were designed to accommodate testing for fatigue, crack growth,
and residual strength of large pressure panels with a variety of structural designs and details. _ ·.
A typical test panel configuration is_ shown in Figure 8. Up to three lap splices ·can be
accommodated and test locations can vary. Test panel frame spacing, stringer spacing, and panel
radius are set by the fixture. Residual strength tests in these fixtures support the concern for MSD
influence on safe decompression as discussed above.
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At locations where fatigue cracks are likely to develop in a row of fastener holes,
small cracks under approximately .5 mm at all holes can significantly reduce the
· residual strength of a large crack in the same row of holes.

•

All configurations tested, including those with MSD in adjacent holes, show the structure can safely continue at least a one-bay crack of approximately 500 mm. Configurations with at least 20% stiffening tear straps and/or full· shear ties can contain a
two-bay skin crack with a severed central frame. However, widespread fatigue damage in adjacent bays could reduce the size of critical cracks.

•

Although alJ testing has shown that typical fuselage pressure structure can sustain at
least a 500 mm crack, the best opportunity for safely detecting a crack in a longitudinal skin splice is before' the crack reaches 25 to 50 mm. Detecting cracks in their early
stages takes best advantage of the long time period (5 to 10 years) between detection
and link-up. Also, as the crack becomes longer, the likelihood of widespread fatigue
cracking in adjacent structure increases, resulting in reduced residual strength.

•

Cracks in skin gages of 1 mm or less, reinforced with tear straps and/or shear ties,
show a strong tendency to fonn flaps and provide safe decompression, except when
the cracks appear in a row of fasteners containing a large (and perhaps unrealistic)
amount of MSD. Cracks in skin gages 1.5 mm and greater have not demonstrated safe
decompression by flapping/gapping.

Recent concern for aging airplane fuselage structures prompted the formation of a joint
manufacturer committee on widespread fatigue damage. This group has provided definitions of
multiple site and multiple element damage as well as data and processes which may be used as
guidelines to identify potential critical areas for widespread fatigue damage.
The major lesson learned is that altµough damage at multiple sites has been addressed in
residual strength analyses since the regulatory changes of FAR 25.571 in 1978, the presence of
widespread fatigue damage can significantly reduce these local damage containment areas. The
safe damage detection period between the threshold of detection and limit load capability may
also be reduced in the presence of widespread fatigue damage as shown in Figure 9.
Crack Growth
· Technology Standards. The rate of damage propagation is a function of material proper.:.
ties, structural configuration, environment, crack Jength of primary an£} secondary cracks, and
operating stress exposure. Damage detection assessments require crack growth data from
detection threshold lengths to the allowable damage deteimined by residual strength analyses.
Use of nonnalized damage models for calculating relative growth per flight, including load
sequence effects, permits separation of the material, geometry, and stress parameters. Solution of
the G-integral for typical configurations in combination with material ratings, M, and stress
ratings, S, provides the basic ingredient for efficient large-scale damage growth evaluations,
Figure 10.

The crack-tip stress intensity has proved to be the most relevant parameter for prediction
of crack growth rates with any combination of stress, geometry, and crack length. The maximum
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stress intensity factor at a normalized minimum-to-maximum stress ratio and selected crack-tip
growth rate serves as the fundamental material parameter, M. Typical values for different environments such as temperature, loading frequency, and humidity provide consistency in evaluating many configurations. The growth rate slope parameter is standardized for groups of alloys to
facilitate comparative analyses.
Numerous stress intensity solutions are required to evaluate typical cracking patterns in
primary airplane structure. Dependent and independent crack size criteria have been developed
based on detailed evaluations of typical configurations and verified by teardown inspections,
Figure 11. Interactive growth of these cracks from detection threshold lengths must be performed
based on configuration factors accounting for parameters such as edge margins, ~rack eccentricity, and crack-tip proximity to stress concentrations. A technique involving unit stress solutions
is used to obtain equivalent stress intensities between initial and final crack lengths. These G~
factors provide a convenient summary of more complex analyses perfonned once and assist the
analysis with a quantitative measure for comparison of different cracking patterns.
Operating load conditions and spectra are defined for short, medium, and long flights.
Normalized spectrum crack growth evaluations are perfonned once on a flight-by-rnght basis for
fixed M/G values and based on damage models reflecting growth rates at different combinations
of alternating and mean cr~ck-tip stress intensities. This eliminates repetitive cycle-by-cycle
calculations for each combination of structural configuration, material, and crack length. Load
sequence effects based on effective overload and under load stresses provide retardation-acceleration phenomena peculiar to jet transport loading spectra. The crack stress rating, S, collapses
both spectrum and load sequence effects into an allowable operating stress for a given growth
period and nonnalized MIG values.
Test Verification. Basic material crack growth properties are obtained from the constant
amplitude loaded center cracked panels. These properties can be used directly in crack growth
analyses if the assumption of linear accommodation of damage can be made. However, variation
of operating stresses between flight segments and/or flights can cause significant acceleration or
retardation of the crack growth rate when compared with the results of a linear analysis. Extensive
test programs have been undertaken to study this phenomenon.
Impetus for the development of representative load spectra arose from the need to conduct
full-scale tests under realistic conditions in the early 1980s. During the development process,_.
certain compromises were necessary du~ to limitations of time and test equipment. To ensure that
the spectra remained representative,. a parallel series of spectra were developed for small-scale
specimen tests to investigate the effects ofload truncation levels, omission levels, and flight types.
.

'

Load spectra for about ten typical locations on three different Boeing commercia1 jet transports were developed for this initial verification test program. Three basic test spectra, varying in
the degree of service load simulation, wen~ _developed for each location, Figure 12. Eight segments are i4entified within a flight anq_ consist of ground and flight events. The equivalent cycle.
or 1x 1spectrum is a single repeated flight consisting of one or more cycles of the same magnitude
in each of the eight individual segments. The magnitude of tpe cycles is approximately the same
as the once-per-flight load for that segment. The number of cycles was selected to give damage,
based on simple linear analysis, similar to damage predicted for the segment by the more complicated load spectra.
·
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The 5x5 and 10x5,000 spectra are random flight-by-flight test spectra that differ in the
degree of randomization and the extent of low load omission and clipping levels. These spectra
were developed using the same statistical criteria as the Transport Wing Standard Spectrum
(TWIST) with special modifications that tailor the gust, flight, and ground load spectra for use on
Boeing jet transport fatigue and crack growth evaluations. The 5x5 spectrum consists of five
flight types randomly sequenced in repeated one-tenth lifetime blocks of flights. Five load levels
are used in ~ach segment of the spectrum to represent service usage. Examples of the flight types
are shown for model 767 wing lower surfaces in Figure 13. Each flight consists of 50 load cycles
on average. The 10x5,000 spectrum includes approximately twice as many cycles as the 5x5
spectrum and can use as many as ten load levels within a single segment.
Crack growth as a function of spectrum complexity is shown in Figure 14 for 2324-T39
plate specimens continuing a central crack subjected to spectra representing loads on the wing
lower surface of a commercial jet transport. Each of the three spectra was developed to produce
the same damage based on an assumption of linear damage accumulation using constant amplitude test data. Crack lengths in most specimens were measured using two pairs of overlapping
crack gages attached to opposite faces of the test specimen. Crack growth rates for the most
sophisticated 10x5,000 spectrum and the simpler 5x5 spectrum are similar at all crack lengths.
The crack in the specimen subjected to the lxl spectrum grew significantly faster at all crack
lengths indicating that extensive simplification of a full spectrum· of flight, loads can produce
misleading results. The relative crack growth performance of 2324-T39 plate specimens containing a central crack subjected to constant amplitude loading is shown in Figure 15. Each of the
three specimens was machined from the same basic plate to a different finished thickness, nominally at the mid-plane of the plate stock. It can be observed that crack growth rates tend to decrease with decreased thickness. However, there is little difference at short crack lengths in the
thinner gages. The relative perfonnance for center cracked specimens of the same material and
thickness, subjected to a wing lower surface spectrum, is also shown in this figure. A more consistent decrease in crack growth rate with decreased thickness can be observed. It is apparent that
the influence of thickness is greatly enhanced under variable amplitude loading conditions.
Lessons Learned. It is impos•sible to conduct realistic tests on each structural configuration or cracking pattern. It is also impractical to perform cycle-by-cycle crack growth rate analysis for each cracking pattern. To enable the structural evaluation process to proceed in a timely
manner, Boeing uses a twofold approach to perfonn crack growth analyses on primary structure
subjected to spectrum loads. A standard large-scale analysis approach separates the main variables of stress, crack length, and mat~rial properties. A cycle-by-cycle analysis program, based
on crack opening models, is used to support refinement" of the standard model. This program is
used in limited applications of fleet data analysis, test comparison, verification of the accuracy of
the. simpler stan~ard analysis, and methods development.
Accurate prediction of crack growth under airplane spectrum loading is a challenging task.
Interaction effects due to variable amplitude loading during crack growth are well known. Additional requirements to include environmental effects, transition between plane strain and plane
stress and possible changes of the crack growth mechanism for small cracks make predictions
more; difficult. The tasks of understanding these effects and of developing practical and efficient
analytical models for crack growth prediction induced by variable amplitude loading have received increased attention over the past several years. Standardized flight-by-flight test spectra
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modeled after the TWIST spectrum have proven valuable for representative fulJ-scale fatigue
tests and verification test programs. The retardation/acceleration affects have substantially influenced the maintenance planning for fatigue damage detection in new and aging airplanes.
Multiple site damage concerns discussed previously under residual strength also prompted
revisions of the technology standards in 1986 to address link-up of small cracks in fuselage lap
joints. Data from lap splice and pressure dome testing demonstrated rapid link-up after the initial
connection between two adjacent holes, Figure 16. This analysis approach was later incorporated
in revisions of supplemental inspection programs. Subsequent testing of a 737 fuselage retired
from service provided additional verification of the link-up process.
Testing of new airplane structures does not incorporate corrosion and/or accidental damage that can accelerate fatigue cracking. Similar tests are conducted on older airframes to gain
insight into the problems that might be experienced on high-time airplanes with repairs and service-caused defects. Extensive pressure testing was conducted on 737 and 747 teardown airplanes
to simulate the effects of additional flight cycles.
The effect of MSD on damage tolerance was evaluated by fatigue testing of a retired 737
aft fuselage in 1987. After 59,000 service flights, the fuselage test section "Yas cycled until nonnal
fatigue cracking had begun and grown to its natural conclusion of a two-bay crack with safe
decompression by flapping. The loss of damage detection by rapid link-up is illustrated by
Figure 17, and compares well with the link-up assumed in technology standards per Figure 16.
In this test, MSD was present in adjacent holes and in adjacent frame bays with a nonuniform
distribution of crack sizes typical of fatigue scatter. Although the test may not represent the worst
case of fatigue scatter and MSD, it is reasonable to assume that the test results do represent typical
performance.
Decompression by flapping is not relied on as a safety factor in the case of cracks in lap
splices as discussed earlier. Rather, inspection programs must be in place to ensure crack detections before link-up. In the test described above, a 12 year damage detection period between initial
detection and link-up was indicated assuming 3,000 flights per year. According to
further experience on a fully disbonded in-service airplane, that number would be reduced to six
years, still ample time for detection.
A 747-lOOSR with an equivalent of 20,000 full pressure cycles (flights) was obtained
from service and monitored as the fuselage was pressure tested to 40,000 cycles. An initial crack
was detected in the lap splice in S 14Rat 21,500 cycles. This crack eventually linked up with other
small cracks and grew to approximately 150 mm by the time the test was concluded at 40,000
cycles, Figure 18. Assuming 1,500 flights per year of nonnal operations, the crack growth data
from this test indicate a 7 year damage detection period before link-up. After link-up, tests indi~
cate there is a significant, additional safe damage detection period.
·
Sections 41 and 42 from the 747-400 production line were also pressure cyded to determine some of the fatigue and damage tolerance characteristics of the latest production configurations. Cracks eventually started at several locations, 747-1 OOSR, Figure 19. Recorded crack
growth data indicate a long damage detection period between the time of detection and link-up,
possibly longer than .10 years for an airplane making 1,000 normal operation flights per year.
These test results show reasonable correlation with the link-up criteria previously discussed.
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The data also show that the 747-400 fuselage section is capable of supporting a one-bay
crack, providing an additional safe crack detection period.
Damage Detection
Technology Standards. Three principal sources of damage to airplane structure must be
considered independently, Figure 3. Both accidental damage and most fonns of environmental
damage can be considered random events that can occur at any time during the operational life
of an airplane. Fatigue damage is characterized by cumulative progression relating to airplane
usage measure in flights. Detection ratings have been developed for accidental and environmental damage. A quantitative fatigue damage detection rating system developed by Boeing is known
as the Damage Tolerance Rating (DTR) system. The concepts of this system have been described
in earlier publications and this review focuses on application examples that demonstrate major
features.
Damage detection is a function of fleet size, the number of cracks, and the number and
type of inspections. Three independent probabilities detennine the certainty of damage detection:
•

P 1; probability of inspecting an airplane with damage

•

P2: probability of inspecting a detail containing a crack

•

P3 : probability of detecting a crack in the detail

For a single inspection of the detail considered on an airplane with damage, the probability
of detection P3 is a function of crack length, inspection check level, and detection method.
P3 for visual inspections is based on an extensive review and analysis of fatigue cracks
detected in service. Account has been taken of cracks remaining undetected during inspections
prior to detection including those assumed to have occurred but not yet detected, Figure 20.
Detection thresholds and characteristic crack lengths are defined by a three-parameter.Weibull
distribution.
Use of nondestructive inspection (NDI) procedures such as ultrasonic or low frequency
eddy current may significantly increase the damage detection period, Figure 21. NDI procedures
allow detection of smaller surface cracks than with visual inspection and also allow sub-smface
crack detection. Therefore, an equal probability of detecting damage can be achieved with a reduced inspection frequency. Damage detection reliabilities have been established for different
crack lengths in relation to the minimum detectable for typical inspection techniques and s~ctural configurations, Figure 22. These P3 curves are appropriately modified to account for visual
detection of surface cracks and multiple probe applications at different locations along the same
crack during the same inspection of sub-surface cracks.
Crack length at the time of inspection is random. The last inspection occurs at some point
during the final inspection interval, N, Figure 23. Since P3 varies significant1y, the average
value is determined by integrating individual P3 over the interval. Previous inspection detection
contributions can be approximated by the P3 values for the midpoints of each inspection interval.
The cumulative probability of crack detection in at least one of several inspections is
15
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A

-

P 3 = 1-TI (1 - P3i), In some cases the inspection interval N is greater than the damage detection
will occur while the crack is inspectable is
period, No, and the probability that the inspection
I\
accounted for by calculating the average P3 for the inspection interval assumed equal to N0 and
A
•
using P3 = P3N0 IN for damage detection assessments.
The calculated probability of detection does not provide a convenient measure of maintenance actions and requires products of non-detection probabilities to combine effects of types
and/or levels of inspections. The DTR is a measure of detecting at least one fatigue crack. The
measuring units are the equivalent number of opportunities for detection, each with an equal chance
of detection or non-detection:

1

Po=l- - o r 12DTR

(zl )DTR

where Po= 1- TI (1-Pdi)
Pdi = P 1·P2•P3 for all applicable inspections
The measurement of detectability by DTR values provides a better comparison between
Po levels on a suitable engineering scale, Figure 24. The detection evaluation can be perfonned
for varying inspection intervals and methods which are summarized on a fonn suitable for individual operator use, Figure 25.
Required DTR levels have been established using engineering judgment of cracking circumstances and the probability of actually having a safety-critical crack. Detection opportunities
for long crack lengths; whose residual strength capabilities are less than or equal to limit load, are
not included in DTR evaluation. In addition, it is assumed that fatigue cracks always start in the
worst location for detection. A study of reported cracking data shows that many cracks are detected during activities not directly related to structural inspections. These additional opportunities for detection are not used in the DTR eva]uations. This background was used to establish a
basic required DTR value of 4. Increments to the basic required DTR were established by a
quantitative assessment of detection opportunities and the level and frequency of fail-safe stress
compared with normal operating stress, Figure 26.
Verification. Service cracking reports f01m the foundation of the DTR system. Several
sources covering more than two decades of jet operations have been used. The Mechanical Reliability Reports (MRR) and Service Difficulty Reports (SDR), submitted by the operators to the
Federal Aviation Administration and a Boeing internal Significant Item Report System (SIRS),
have been used in an empirical evaluation of many of the parameters. The SIRS system contained
over 35,000 events at the time of detection assessments in the early 1980s, and more than 7,700
related to structural fatigue. This infonnation was used to isolate data with known crack length
for areas with no prior cracking history in specific details, Figure 27. The distribution between
directed and non-directed inspections was also accounted for. The MRR/SDR data base contained about 3,500 structural fatigue events and proved to be similar in most respects to the SIRS.
The majority of cracks are found visually during non-directed inspections, Figure 28.
·Detection standards used for fleet safety evaluations must recognize that many service
inspections fail to detect damage beyond the detection threshold. A mean crack growth curve
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shape was used to describe the crack growth history prior to detection. Crack length, total flights
at detection, and an assumed detection threshold after an appropriate period of service provided
the necessary crack growth curve constants, Figure 29. Previous unsuccessful inspections correspond to non-detections that usually are 20 to 50 times more numerous than the detection events.
Allowance was made for escalation in inspection intervals for the relevant period of collected
service data and for cracks currently being missed that will be detected in the future. This latter
point was demonstrated by successive elimination of detection events and analysis of the reduced
sample. The total influence of the non-detection events is substantial as illustrated in Figure 30.
A three-parameter Weibull distribution is used to describe visual detection standards and

provides satisfactory fits over the central range of crack lengths. Some censoring of data is
necessary because detection events at long crack lengths can cause considerable deviation of the
data from linearity on a log-Weibull plot. Censoring of these detection events can be justified on
physical grounds because:
•

Long cracks grow rapidly with airplane usage.

•

Length at detection is strongly influenced by the precise moment of inspection.

•

Few non-detection events occur at long lengths.

• A small portion of the total detection sample occurs at long lengths.
The probability of crack detection as a consequence of a fuel leak was developed by evaluating cracks of known length reported in wet bay areas. Cracks found by fuel leak were isolated
from those for which no leak was reported. The resulting sample of leaks and non-leaks was
·characterized using a Weibull distribution to give the probability of detecting a crack by fuel
leakage as a function of crack length, Figure 31.
Lessons Learned. The visual detection standards used by Boeing are based on a large
fleet data base. Recognition of non-detection events significantly increases detectable damage
sizes as illustrated previously in Figure 30. Subsequent experience with the DTR system to establish supplemental structural inspections has indicated that these detection standards do reflect
existing maintenance practices. A further proof are the feasibility studies for fatigue inspections
conducted for models 757 and 767 in the early 1980s. These programs emerged similar to past
experience which wo~ld not have been the case for poorly calibrated detection standards.
Structural maintenance and inspections are cornerstones of contin11ing airworthiness ofjet
transport structures. While non-destructive inspection (ND!) procedures have evolved significantly in recent years. it is imperative to note that initial structural distress is usually detected
visually as shown previously in Figure 28. NDI has a significant role to play for proper surveillance of known service problems. Vigilance must be maintained to ensure that future jet transports are designed robust enough to mainly rely of visual inspections for initial damage detection.
· Aging fleet related research programs have in recent years been dominated by NDI projects.
These efforts may result in some significant enhancements in damage characterization for monotonous inspections of large sections of fuselage splices, etc. Similar emphasis should also be
placed to visual inspections to gain more industrywide and unifonn damage detection standards.
17
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While this work may lack the engineering elegance of NDI research and rather be based on tedious reviews of reported service data, it is of imperative importance for development of rational
inspection programs.
Several research centers have received congressional funding to address NDI technology.
Care must be exercised in these studies to characterize probability of detection (POD) data as
primarily reflecting the equipment capability. The human factors are difficult to simulate in the
laboratory and require continuing evaluations of reported service data. This will in the long run
allow proper recognition of non-detection events and thus provide more rational detection standards which also properly recognize the visual detection contribution for surface cracks.
Widespread fatigue damage of similar and identically loaded structural elements can significantly affect the residual strength of the structure. There are several industry task forces addressing these issues with a close link to inspection requirements. Airplanes exceeding design
service objectives will require more detailed and intense inspections/selective teardowns than
typically expected in the past. While visual inspections are significant, the widespread fatigue
damage will require continued diligence in developing practical NDI procedures.
STRUCTURAL MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Structural maintenance and inspections are the cornerstones of continuing airworthiness
ofjet transport structures. The advent of fracture mechanics technology has accelerated the knowledge for determination of crack growth rates and maximum allowable damage at limit load conditions. The re~earch community has expanded the understanding and modeling of these structural
characteristics. While elastic-plastic analyses have their place, the added accuracy is often not
consistent with the accuracy of other significant parameters governing residual strength. Significant understanding exists today to properly plan fatigue and crack growth tests in order to recognize sequence effects caused by spectrum loads. While analysis models can yield reasonable
correlation with laboratory loading environments and simplified structural configurations, it is
easy to have large uncertainties due to local load redistributions in cracked structures, flaw.~hapes,
cracking patterns and a host of external and environmental characterization problems. While
progress must be encouraged, it is truly necessary to pay attention to the overall sensitivity of
stress histories and analysis assumptions on the final answer. In summary, prediction of fatigue
cr~ck growth for a host of complex structural details within a factor of two is not always as easy
as advertised by complex models.
The practicing structural maintenance engineer is charged with development of
inspection programs from the time of airplane introduction into service. Three principle forms
of structural damage must be evaluated to achieve a balanced structural inspection program, .·
Figure 32, for timely detection of environmental deterioration, accidental damage, and fatigue
damage.
Environmental deterioration actually involves two forms of damage, corrosion and stress .·
corrosion. Corrosion may or may not be time- and/or usage-dependent. For example, deterioration resulting from a breakdown in a surface protection system is more probable as calendar
age increases; conversely, corrosion due to spillage or a leaking seal is treated as a random discrete event.
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Accidental damage can also be considered in two categories. First, discrete source or largescale damage, such as that caused by a large bird strike or uncontained erigine disintegration,
involves special regulations. Such damage detection is considered obvious, but it must be shown
that a flight can be safely completed after it has occurred. Second, more general forms of accidental damage, such as dents and scratches, occurring during routine operation of the airplane must
be considered in the inspection program.
Both accidental and most forms of environmental damage are random events that can
occur at any time during the operation life of an airplane. However, experience has shown that'
some structural areas are more susceptible than other to these types of damage. This informatiori
is used to develop suitable inspection tasks.
Fatigue damage is characterized as the initia_tion of a crack, with subsequent propagation.
This is a result of a continuous process whose effect is cumulative with respect to airplane usage
(measured· in flights or flight-hours). Comprehensive fatigue life, crack growth and residual
strength evaluations are required. Using previous service experience to improve detail design·
results in a high level of structural durability. Large-scale panels and full-scale airplane fatigue·
tests are used to identify areas in which this durability is significantly lower than predicted. Ch~ges
to the production airplanes to rectify problems usually result. Most airplanes in the fleet are then
expected to exceed the fatigue service objective without significant cracking. This does not pre-·
elude anticipated cracking before all airplanes reach the design life objective.
For safety critical structures, it must be demonstrated that there is a high probability of
time Iy detection of any cracking throughout the operational life of the fleet, Figure 1. This means
that the inspection program must be capable of timely_ detection of initial damage in the fleet.·
·
·
Subsequent actionis necessary to detect or prevent any damage in the fleet.
The conflicts in structural maintenance planning often occur because the focus on fracture
mechanics based damage tolerance evaluations. Inspection programs in place to provide timely
detection of corrosive or accidental damage are often not addressed by the scientifically oriented
structural engineer who may be satisfied with inspection thresholds based on universally applied
initial flaws and inspection intervals based on simple factoring of the damage detection period
from an assumed detectable/mspectable damage size to the damage allowed at l~t load conditions.
This section addresses some key issues related to inspection thresholds and intervals with
emphasis on quantifying detection reliability aspects and sensitivity to key parameters and variables.
Inspection Thresholds

•

Environmental deterioration and accidental damage are random events that can occur at
any time, Figure 33. Inspection requirements related to these damage sources apply to all airplanes in the fleet. The threshold for inspection is the first scheduled maintenance check interval
corresponding to the repeat interval determined for the structure. For example, if the repeat inspection interval for a particular structural item is a C-check (typical annual inspection interv~),
the first inspection corresponds to the first C-check on each airplane. Additional emphasis on
corrosion prevention and control measures due to aging fleet concerns with combined fatigue and
corrosion damage have also prompted more stringent inspection and prevention measures
discussed in a later section.
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Corrosion caused by breakdown of a protective surface in the presence of an adverse
environment can vary significantly between operators. There can also be significant differences
in corrosion initiation and rate of growth as a consequence of geographic location, type of cargo,
and other factors. The most efficient way for each operator to detennine its particular threshold
is~ age-exploration program. This generally involves inspecting selected structural details at a
fixed repeat interval on a rotating portion of the fleet. Age-exploration allows an operator to
gradually check difficult-to-access structure on all airplanes. All operators are notified if any
operator reports signs of structural distress to the manufacturer and regulatory authorities as required. This generally results in full fleet inspections and/or preventive repair or modification
initiatives.
Fatigue Damage. Fatigue cracking can be anticipated in a large fleet of airplanes even
when the structure meets the design objective. For example, consider a structure designed with
95% seivice objective reliability. In a fleet of 500 airplanes, 475 can be expected to exceed the
design seivice objective and 200 exceed twice this life without cracking. Conversely, up to 25 air- .
planes may be cracked by the time the fleet has reached the design service objective. More important, the first crack can occur as early as midway into the design service objective. Because.
cracking order is randomly distributed wi.thin the fleet, it is unlikely that the first airplane to reach·
mid-life will be cracked. However, mid-life appears to be a reasonable threshold for the most.
critical structure designed to prudent durability requirements.
A variable threshold can be defined where routine inspections provide some opportunity
for detecting fatigue damage. This will also make implementation of supplemental fatigue in. .
spections more manageable and avoid a sudden increase. The rate of cracking of identical structural components in a fleet of airplanes is another parameter that can be predicted. This prediction,
coupled with multiple inspections, significantly influences the probability of timely detection of
fatigue damage.
Fatigue cracking that occurs earlier than anticipated is generally caused by conditions not
identified by analyses and/or tests. Examples are additional loads or higher loads than expected, ·
locally higher stresses, or interaction of loads from various sources. In many cases, the unanticipated cracking is caused by a set of circumstances on only one or a few airplanes. These types of
cracking generally occur relatively early i~ the life of the airplane, and associated dependent
multiple site cracking is unlikely, resulting in corresponding] y higher residual strength and crack
stopping capability. Such single element cracking is similar to the cracking that may follow accidental damage and the inspection requirements can therefore be similar.
Traditional fatigue analyses provide one source for estimating the threshold of initial fatigue cracking in a fleet of airplanes. The reliability of such estimates is dependent on applicable
full-scale test evidence. The posture during the fail-safe era of commercial jet transport design
and operation and prior to the emerging aging fleet challenge was to conduct full-scale tests for
local areas that may exhibit early fatigue problems. Such tests were not designed to demonstrate
safe-life limits of fail-safe structures and not an alternative to the inspections required to ensure
continued structural airworthiness.-Increasing concerns for widespread fatigue damages has promulgated more pressure to establish thresholds for such type of structural damage which can
significantly reduce the residual strength and accelerate damage progression through link-up of
adjacent cracks.
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Full-Scale Fatigue Test Evidence. Traditionally Boeing and other manufacturers conduct
full-scale fatigue tests of new models for economic reasons, to locate areas that may exhibit early
cracking in service and to correct such hot spots. Single airplane full-scale fatigue testing provides
useful data but can not adequately represent the variety of operating conditions and structural
details in a large fleet of airplanes subject to corrosion and/or accidental damage. Inferences of an
operational life limit based on fatigue test by pending regulatory actions is disturbing. Fleet safety
stems from design and certification of damage tolerant structure, coupled with diligent inspection,
repair and/or modification throughout the airplane service use. As mandatory fatigue test requirements for new models are pursued, several major issues must be addressed, including criteria for
perfonnance expectations, timing of fatigue test completion, and its relationship to type certification.
Several strong objections can be raised to sometimes proposed retroactive requirements
for fatigue testing of previously certified models. Such testing after accumulation oflong service
periods is not a rational way to address structural safety concerns for several derivative model/
series combinations. Single airplane testing cannot simulate typical structural damage sources
and operating conditions which occur in service. The FAA is advocating that fatigue testing will
address possible multiple site damage threshold concerns which may invalidate original expectations and principles to which these aging airplanes were designed. Supplemental structural inspection programs for high time airplanes developed in the late l 970s incorporate substantial
multiple site damage considerations in structural reassessments. There is nevertheless strong
impetus to conduct new model full-scale fatigue tests to establish basic perfonnance characteristics which provide one of many considerations for selecting widespread fatigue damage thresholds.
FAA mandated inspections of principal structural elements on hundreds of in-service high
time airplanes in their total real operating environment provide a much more realistic and effective structural fatigue assessment than a single full-scale test. In summary, fatigue testing does not
guarantee fleet safety and is not a substitute for diligent operator inspection, maintenance and
repair actions. While fatigue testing of new models provides useful data in the early portion of
expected service life, the industry has go~d reasons to strongly object to operational life limits
tied to such testing. Retroactive fatigue tests for long tenn service airplanes is of limited value in
comparison with life margins demonstrated by the fleet.
Fatigue Inspection Thresholds. Structural fatigue evaluations of early Boeing commercial jet transports depended heavily on experience, engineering judgment and tests during the
design and analysis process. As technology progressed and competitive pressures for long life

economic structures increased, fatigue specialists were forced to apply more sophisticated analysis methods. However, the timing of such evaluations was often incompatible with the detail
design and drawing release process since fatigue evaluations involved_time consuming analyses
and lacked visibility of key parameters. Logistics involved in managing large teams of structures
engineers to effectively utilize cumulative design experience and apply disciplined fatigue methods prompted development of durability technology standards in the early 1970s. The key elements of this system are:
·

•

Retention of test and service experience.

•

Durability design guides .

•

Quantitative fatigue analysis methods and allowables .
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The design service objectives are established for high utilization operators in terms of
flight cycles for short, medium and long flights. Design service objectives are established with a
minimum of 95% reliability. For typical aluminum alloys this implies a characteristic life of at
least twice the design service objective excluding additional factors applied to achieve 99% reliability for most principal structural elements. Supplemental structural inspection based on fatigue principles are often initiated when the fleet leaders reach 75% of the design service objective.
At this time the fleet exceeding 50% of the design objectives is included in a so-called candidate
fleet. These principles were initially developed more than ten years ago for the first generation of
supplemental inspection programs. The rate of findings of previously unknown cracking does not
support an often advocated abandoning of this approach in favor of initial flaw growth periods to
critical factored by two. A couple of examples in Figure 34 shows the comparable thresholds by
either method. While some provisions exist to adjust the initial flaw for inherent manufacturing
quality and life enhancements, the end product of such assessments offer little advantage over
service/test demonstrated fatigue initiation data. Figure 35 shows samples of initial flaws simulating typical structural fatigue details. A rogue flaw obviously implies different probabilities of
occurrence depending on configuration and load transfer parameters.
Fleet Sampling Options
The order of occurrence of usage dependent fatigue damage is random in a fleet of air-planes. Airplanes with the highest number of flights, however, are most likely to experience the
earliest damage, and supplemental inspections on fleet leader airplanes give the greatest benefits
for damage detection in the fleet. The selection of candidate airplanes is described below.
The fatigue life of damage tolerant structure corresponds to the accumulated flight cycles
for fatigue damage to fnitiate and grow to detectable size, Figure 36. The characteristic life, ~,
exceeds the economic design life objective by several factors. The Weibull distribution can be
used to estimate the minimum life for a given number of airplanes for an assumed characteristic
(average) life. This minimum life decreases as the number of airplanes increases. The relationship between minimum life and characteristic life is represented by a straight line in logarithmic
coordinates. The minimum life is 25% of the characteristic life for 250 airplanes with typical.
aluminum variability.
The order of cracking is random and unique for each fleet. Airplanes with the highest
number of flight cycles are most likely to crack first. The earliest cracking may occur when the
fleet utilization curve meets the line defining minimum (first crack) life, Figure 37. Since the fleet
size, production rate, and utilization are different for each fleet, a varying initial crack threshold
results. The most likely group of aitplanes to experience the initial cracking are those with more
flight cycles than defined by this meeting point. These airplanes are suitable candidates for an ·
aging fleet inspection program.
Based on typical Boeing fleet distributions, the candidate airplanes most likely to experience initial fatigue cracking are those exceeding 50% of the fatigue design service objective when
a normal service airplane reaches 75% of the same life goal, Figure 38. Because the relationship
between typical and minimum fatigue life is constant, the candidate fleet will not change unless
there are significant changes in airplane distribution, composition, or utilization. The candidate
population is therefore not changed as additional airpfanes reach half of the design objective. This
provides for a fleet leader population that moves with the total fleet and eliminates life thresholds
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that usually result in an increasing number of airplanes· subject to supplemental inspection
requirements.
The candidate airplanes subject to the supplemental inspection requirements are identified
by their serial numbers. Not all candidate airplanes need to be inspected because existing main-

tenance programs in many cases require only modification and/or supplemental inspections to
meet the required damage detection reliability. Because damage is assumed to have occurred in
the candidate fleet, P 1 is unity if all candidate airplanes are inspected. The probability of inspecting an airplane with damage is highest if fleet leaders are inspected. Fleet leader programs in the
past usually have been selected with a fixed numb~r of high time airplanes. Extension of this
concept may often be practical because a few operators operate a large number of high time airplanes. Fleet sampling option tradeoffs must therefore be considered.
Fleet leader sampling involves repeat inspections at regular intervals of a specified number of airplanes with the highest number of flight cycles in each operator's fleet. Rotational sampling involves inspections of a fraction of an operator's candidate fleet with a specified interval
until all candidate airplanes are inspected at least once.
Because the probability ofinspecting a cracked airplane, P1, is less than one for fleet leader
inspections, the attainable damage detection reliability is limited as the probability of detection
P3 is approaching unity for short inspection intervals, Figure 39. Evaluations of typical maintenance programs show very few cases where fleet leader sampling shows any benefits versus
rotational sampling, Figure 40. These results are based on comparisons of the two sampling
methods at a typical maintenance interval and required incremental detection reliability considerations. The fleet leader sampling option was therefore eliminated from the supplemental inspection program since rotational sampling provides for greater operator scheduling flexibility.
Multiple Cracking Considerations. Typical inspection threshold determinations previously reviewed address local cracking in one or more airplanes. Continued operations of aging
jet transports towards and beyond original design service objectives have prompted extensive
industry actions to address widespread.fatigue damage concerns. The simultaneous presence of
Multiple Site Damage (MSD) or Multiple Element Damage (MED) offers additional challenges ·
for proper selection of inspection thresholds.
Fatigue life distributions coupled with fleet usage characteristics can be applied to address
inspection threshold selections. Figure 41 shows the inspection thresholds for different numbers
of projected airplanes with single cracks in a major component. Figure 42 shows threshold estimates for varying numbers of cracks per airplane as well as number of 4ssumed airplanes with
cracks in the fleet. These projections can be determined for different calendar years to supply the
engineer with estimates when structural and/or other corrective actions need to be implemented,
Figures 43 and 44.
Inspection Intervals
Structural inspection program planning involves fracture mechanics evaluations of crack
growth and residual strength characteristics coupled to a damage detection assessment. Residual
fatigue crack growth evaluations are combined with service based crack detection
strength
data to produce detection reliability representing multiple type and intervals of inspections in a

and
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fleet of airplanes subjected to exploratory inspections. Such data give operators freedom to adjust
quantitatively their maintenance program in any manner that is desired as long as the required
reliability of damage detection is preserved.

Traditional damage tolerance evaluations often concentrate predominantly on the fracture
mechanics aspects and the inspection inteivals are often simply chosen to reflect half of the damage growth period from detectable to critical damage sizes. Such evaluations often fail to reflect
the combined benefits of visual inspections performed during normal maintenance programs
focused primarily on corrosion and accidental damage sources. The value of cumulative contributions of multiple inspections in a fleet of airplanes must also be recognized by accounting for
such additional detection opportunities before the most critical change in one airplane reaches
limit load damage containment capability. Several of these damage detection considerations are
discussed in the following sections.
Structural Characteristics. Airplane structure can be categorized for the purpose of determining safety analysis requirements, Figure 2. Any structural detail, element or assembly is classified as a Structurally Significant Item (SSI) if its failure reduces airplane residual strength below
regulatory levels or results in an unacceptable loss of function. Most SSis require damage tolerance evaluations comprising residual strength for Category 2 structure and all three elements of
damage tolerance for Category 3 structure.
The structure of each airplane model undergoes a ~orough examination to ascertain the

functions of its components and, as necessary, to classify those components. For the new models,
this evaluation is performed using the FAA approved guidelines of MSG3. These evaluations are
conducted, in support of a Structures Working Group established jointly by Boeing and operators, to develop the structural maintenance program. As a consequence of examinations, some 80
to 100 SSis can typically be identified on each airplane model. As an example, 33 SSis for a
typical outer wingbox are shown in Figures 45 and 46. Each SSI may cover a broad expanse of
structure. For example, the entire wing rear spar lower chord and skin may represent a single SSL
In consequence, the SSI may be divided into a number of details based on access, inspectability,
stress level, material, and detail design differences. The example in Figure 45 shows three details
in a single rib bay. Detail A shows typical rear spar structure; d!!tail B shows the rear spar at a rib
where internal inspection is restricted; detail C shows the rear spar at a rib where a main landing
gear trunnion support fitting additionally restricts external inspection. Within each detail, the
inspectable initial damage is assumed to occur in the most difficult location from the viewpoint
of inspectability, regardless of the relative fatigue life of the component. In the selected lower
chord example, crack growth calculations are perforrned for cracks in the chord itself, in the skin,
and as appropriate in the web. These cracks grow interactively, with each influencing to some
degree the behavior of the others. Separate analyses may occasiorially be required to accommodate crack growth data necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of selected nondestructive testing
techniques. Thus, in summary, a fonnal damage tolerance evaluation of an airplane structure may
involve crack growth and probability of detection detennination at several hundred details with
two to three times as many crack growth curves to represent adjacent structural elements. Some
150 to 250 of these, representing the most critical, are published in formal certification documentation. Each crack growth analysis must take into account the unique aspects of load spectrum,
stress level, material, geometry and interaction between adjacent structural elements.
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Damage Detection Considerations
The inspectable crack length at the time of inspection may be significantly different from
the total crack length obtained by fracture mechanics calculations depending on several factors
such as location of the cracks and direction and method of inspection. For example, consider the
inspectable crack length for the detail shown in Figure 47. If inspected visually, the crack would
be detectable past A or B, depending on the side of the detail inspected. The crack must grow far
enough that the tip is beyond any obstruction, in this case the sheet and sealant on the top and the
sealant over the fastener on the bottom. The inspectable crack length is zero when the tip clears
the obstruction edge (locations A and B) even though the actual length is significantly greater.
For inspections from the bottom of the detail after the crack tip reaches C, the inspectable length
will not increase, because the crack past that point will not be visible.
Design objectives for damage tolerant structures include emphasis on accessibility and
inspectability. The operator desires flexible maintenance programs which allow inspection intervals for fatigue damage inspections which are compatible with typical intervals used for corrosion and accidental damage inspections.
Changes in stress levels of about 15% can easily change the damage detection period by
a factor of two. Improved material properties can also influence the damage detection period by
similar factors. Lack of accessibility for visual inspection can be alleviated by deploying
non-destructive inspection techniques. Multiple site damage scenarios often lead to rapid link-up
of cracks in combination with reduced residual strength capability, i.e., smaller critical crack
lengths.
The commonly used practice to set inspection intervals to half the damage detection period fails to provide a quantitative damage detection reliability. Figures 48 through 52 show cumulative damage detection probabilities under different combinations of damage growth
characteristics and inspection options compared to results for inspection intervals equal to half
the damage detection periods. It is apparent that required detection probabilities result in quite
different inspection intervals compared to simple factoring of the detection period by two.

Damage detection requirements can often be met by a combination of visual and nondestructive inspections. Figure 21 shows a simple example of visual external inspections and/or
external NDI inspections. Figure 53 shows the cumulative probabilities of detection for different
combinations of inspections. It should again be noted that simple factoring of the visual or NDI
detection periods by two gives quite different detection reliabilities.

.

Visual inspections can often be perfonned from different directions and the cumulative
detection reliability must be derived accordingly. Figure 54 shows a wing center section rear spar
example for different cracking patterns (lead crack assumptions). Actual and inspectable crack
· growth curves for directions 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 55 for these three cracking patterns.
Corresponding cumulative detection probabilities for different inspection options are shown in
Figure 56. An example maintenance program providing sufficient detection probabilities is shown
in Figure 57.
Figure 58 shows that the skin is covered by the keel beam at some locations which restricts
external inspections. Such considerations must be made in the damage detection assessments to
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ensure that proper inspection intervals are selected. Web cracking is hidden by stiffeners as shown
in Figure 59. NDI is typically required for such hidden details.
Multiple Inspections
Experience has shown that when damage is detected in the fleet, further inspections generally reveal additional damage in the same detail on other airplanes and/or on a similar detail at
another location. Additional damage in the fleet increases the probability of detecting at least one
crack. The number of flights between occurrences in the fleet of fatigue damage to the same
detail, LlN can be derived from actual fleet cracking statistics or from fleet usage and fatigue-life
distribution, Figure 60. If the first damage is detectable at N1 flights, the second damage will
reach the same level of detectability at N 1 + 6N, and the third at N 1 + 2~, Figure 61.
Each successive crack occurring during the damage detection period N0 , for the first crack,
has a reduced interval for detection and a shorter crack length, Figure 62. Taking this into consideration, the cumulative probability of detection can be determined for each crack using the
same procedure. From this the probability of crack detection in the fleet, using a given inspection ·
method and frequency, as shown below
m

P3 = 1 -1t

n
A
1t (1-t'3 .. )

i=l i=l

IJ

/\

where P 3ij is the probability of detection during the ith inspection of the jth cracked air.:.
plane during the damage detection period N0 ; m is the number of cracked airplanes; and n is the
number of inspections perfonned on the jth cracked airplane.
For convenience an equivalent constant probability of detection for each inspection can be
defined by:

Considering all levels of inspection in the fleet (A, B, C and D), the cumulative probability
of damage detection is given by;

i = applicable inspections
. Values of P0 such as 0.999 and 0.998 appear to be very close. If the probability of not
detecting damage ( 1 - Pn) is considered, it can be seen that there is actually a 2-to-1 difference
in these values. This provides a better comparison between Po levels. To provide a direct qualitative measure of design and/or maintenance planning options, an equivalent number of 50/50
opportunities of detection is used to define a DTR discussed previously; Figure 24. ·
The relative contributions from fleet inspections in relation to the single airplane contri-

bution must be considered to ensure that the total detection reliability is not achieved by long
detection periods, N0 , and low individual airplane damage detection contributions, Figure 63.
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The total DTR for fleet inspection contributions is thus limited to twice the single airplane DTR
contributions.
It should be noted that the contribution from these fleet in.spections should only be accounted for in exploratory inspections. Known seivice problem inspections are focused on single
airplane safety inspections and the benefits of additional cracking must not be included.
CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS CHALLENGES
Continuing airworthiness concerns for aging jet transports has received attention over the
last fifteen years. Supplemental structural inspection programs were developed in the late 1970s
to address fatigue cracking detection in airplanes designed to the fail-safe principles. These evaluations were perfonned in accordance with updated damage tolerance regulations to reflect the
state-of-the-art in residual strength and crack growth analyses based on fracture mechanics principles. Damage at multiple sites was also addressed in tenns of dependent damage size distributions in relation to assumed lead cracks in different structural members. Structural audits were
perfonned in the mid l 980s to ascertain whether these supplemental inspection programs addressed independent multiple site damage in similar structural details subjected to similar stresses.
The safe decompression concepts were challenged in these reviews of different manufacturer
damage tolerance philosophies but no major changes occurred.
Boeing initiated aging fleet surveys by engineering teams in 1986 to gain a better understanding of the condition of structures and systems and to obseive the effectiveness of corrosion
prevention features arid other corrosion control actions taken by the operators, Figure 64. Boeing
like other manufacturers continually reviews reported service data and other firsthand infonnation from customer airlines in order to promote safe and economic operation of the worldwide
fleet. These surveys were primarily prompted by the projected upward trend in airplane age towards and beyond orig~al design seivice objectives.
The initial Boeing fleet surveys showed that the majority of the airplanes were well maintained and in relative good condition. However there were a number of airplanes whose condition
showed that finding corrosion discrepancies and repairing them was accepted practice and little
or no attempt was made to apply any preventive measures. From the surveys and some similar
incidents it became apparent that some airplanes were continually operating with significant structural corrosion and that this was on the increase as airplanes age. This in turn could significantly
influence the fatigue cracking and damage tolerance capability of principal structural elements.
Boeing fanned a special Corrosion Task Force in 1988 and held meetings with airlin_e maintenance executives as a result of these surveys.

Extensive industry actions were initiated in 1988 to address aging fleet airworthiness
concerns prompted by the explosive decompression of a 737 over Hawaii. Model-specific Structlires Working Groups have demonstrated a cooperative detennination over the last five-year
period to make the right things happen within and across models and throughout the industry. The
achievements have been impressive in the accomplishing of results in five original tasks chartered by the Airworthiness Assurance Task Force, now known as the Airworthiness Assurance
Working Group, Figure 65.
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While multiple site concerns were addressed in the updates of Supplemental Structural
Inspection Programs (SSIP), new rulemaking proposals emerged to require fatigue testing of older
airplanes in an attempt to reduce exposure to unknown fatigue problems and to identify significant widespread fatigue damage (WFD) before it occurred in the commercial fleet. Considerable
activities were undertaken by AAWG to address WFD concerns and recommended alternate
means of ensuring the fleet is free from widespread cracking. These activities have resulted in
comprehensive reports and fonnation of industry/operator/regulatory agency teams to develop
recommendations for audits of structures with regard to WFD and recommended inspection/
modification programs.
This section reviews some of these six industry activities with emphasis on damage detection considerations.
Service Bulletin Reviews
Continuing airworthiness ofjet transport structures designed to the fail-safe principles have
traditionally been ensured by inspection programs. In the event of known, specific fatigue cracking and/or corrosion problems that if not detected and repaired, had the potential to cause a significant degradation in airworthiness, the nonnal practice in the past was to introduce a service
bulletin, Figure 66. These bulletins defined inspection procedures (method, threshold and interval) which were designed to ensure with high (but undefined) degree of probability that the structural damage would be detected (and be repaired) before significant degradation in structural
airworthiness occurred. Frequently th~se seIVice bulletins would also specify modifications/rework procedures that would eliminate the cause of the cracking problems and provide an alternative to repetitive inspections as a means of ensuring continued structural integrity. The inspection
parts of the service bulletins were sometimes mandated by means of Airworthiness Directives.
The net result of this process was to carry out inspections of all affected airplanes until
damage was detected and then to perfonn the repair. Thus, continuing structural airworthiness
was totally dependent on repetitive inspections. Aging airplane concerns prompted reassessment
of the viability of indefinite repetitive inspections.
As airplanes age, the incidence of fatigue increases and corrosion becomes more widespread. Problems are often addressed in isolation during the early service use of airplanes. With
age, two or more problems in an area may degrade airplane structural fail-safe capability. This
increases the need to incorporate preventive modifications in areas within known problems. The
criteria for selection of service bulletins for high-time aizplane modification are based on considerations such as safety problem potential, high probability of. occurrence, and difficulty of
inspection.
A candidate list of service bulletins was established by Boeing as a baseline after a thorough review of those applicable to long-term operation. These service bulletins were reviewed by
the respective working groups for recommended terminating actions. The thresholds for these
~andated repairs and modifications were typically selected as the design objective in flight cycles
- for fatigue related problems. Earlier calendar time thresholds were necessary for items driven by
corrosion or stress corrosion considerations. The resulting selection of service bulletins for which
mandatory modifications were recommended was guided by a rating system developed by working group members to reflect their own experien~e.
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Aging fleet service bulletin summary documents were released in 1989 for each model
foimalizing Structures Working Group (SWG) recommendations for mandatory modifications
or inspections. The details of each modification or inspection and the affected airplanes are described in applicable service bulletins. The summary documents were used as a record of SWG
recommendations and as a reference for the aiiworthiness directive actions. Airworthiness directives were issued in 1990 for incorporation of structural modifications listed in these documents
upon reaching the thresholds specified or generally within four years after the effective date of the
AD, whichever occurs later. Annua] reviews are conducted to update the existing program and
evaluate any new service bulletins for possible modification actions. Several service bulletins
have been updated with more specific inspection recommendations as an alternative to mandatory modifications.
It is important to note that cumulative service experience is incorporated in the design and
reflected by less inspection/modification for later production units. In tum, these service experiences are incorporated in new models, often with orders of magnitude reduction in modification
later efforts, Figure 67.
The modifications are to a large extent focused on corrosion related problems. Figure 68
shows a typical example of stress corrosion prone 7079 aluminum fittings replaced by
7075-T73 fittings on the 727 horizontal stabilizer center section front spar. Approximately
80% of mandated modifications address fatigue problems. Figure 69 shows a typical
fatigue related modification of the EF window post on a 727 which has exhibited in-service
fatigue problems.
Corrosion Prevention and Control Programs
While corrosion has always been recognized as a major factor in airplane maintenance,
each airline has addressed it differently according to its operating environment and perceived
needs. Manufacturers have published corrosion prevention manuals and guidelines to assist the
operators, but until now there have never been mandatory corrosion control programs.
· In the late l 970s, when Boeing was developing fatigue related SSIDs, a basic assumption
was made that the existing approved maintenance programs were controlling corrosion below
levels that could affect airworthiness. Therefore, the resulting SSID programs centered around
controlling the anticipated increasing fatigue damage that would occur as the fleet aged. However, the Boeing fleet surveys revealed that some operators did not utilize proven or effective
corrosion prevention measures. In addition, some instances of very severe corrosion were observed reflecting improper or delayed prevention and repair actions. •
It became apparent that without effective corrosion control programs, the frequency and
severity of corrosion were increasing with aitplane age and, as such, corrosion was more likely
to be associated with other fonns of damage such as fatigue cracking. This, if allowed to continue,
could lead to an unacceptable degradation of structural integrity, and in an extreme instance, the
loss of an airplane.
A typical damage growth pattern for fuselage skin and stringers is shown in Figure 70,
left. The curves show the number of cycles remaining from a given detectable crack length until
the combined growth reduces airplane residual strength to the design fail-safe level (critical). The
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period from when the fatigue damage is detectable (with some probability) until it reaches critical
length is the safe damage detection period.
Typically, Boeing damage tolerance assessments are based on the conservative assumption that if fatigue damage occurs, it will initiate in the structural component that is most difficult
to inspect. In this case, it is the stringer (crack length Li) which, because it is inside the fuselage,
is inspected less frequently than the skin. At some point cracks are also assumed to occur in the
skin (L 1) and the adjacent stringers (L3). Crack growth rates and airplane residual strength are
detennined on the basis of typical operating loads, with stresses based on sound structure with
little or no material loss due to corrosion.
If the structure is severely corroded, the damage detection period can be significantly
reduced, Figure 70, right. Further, the random nature of corrosion would make it impossible to
establish typical damage growth patterns, which would prevent the use of a fleet leader program
for detecting initial fatigue damage in the fleet. To ensure continuing airworthiness, a highly
conservative and very costly inspection program could be required. The alternative and more
practical approach is to establish minimum standards for prevention or control of corrosion as a
means of promoting continuing airworthiness.
The Boeing Corrosion Task Force reviewed all Boeing sources of information related to
known corrosion problems. All problems relating to principal structural elements (PSE) were
retained and segregated into selected general areas on the basis of having similar corrosion exposure characteristics and/or common inspection access requirements, Figure 71. Problems found
to be significant in relation to continuing airworthiness were included in the program as specified
tasks unless already covered by an existing airworthiness directive. It was recognized that corrosion growth rates varied widely, and it would be unduly conservative to establish a program based
on the most severe operating environment. Therefore, the approach taken was to develop a baseline
program that represented minimum requirements for typical operators.: Individual operators who
would experience significant corrosion after applying the baseline program must then modify or
improve their program. The Boeing Corrosion Task Force developed a proposal for the baseline
program based on existing recommendations, modified by current experience and knowledge
gained by their review of available data.

The working groups have recognized the need for a universal baseline minimum corrosion control program for all airplanes to prevent corrosion from affecting airworthiness. Maximum commonality of approach within and between each manufacturer to ensure consistent and
effective procedures throughout the world have been a key objective for the working groups. The
program requirements apply to all airplanes that have reached or exceeded the specified implementation age threshold for each airplane area. The specific intervals and thresholds vary between models, but all programs follow the same basic philosophy and typically contain the
·following:
•

External and internal inspections of all airplane structural areas are required at specified implementation times
repeat intervals. The program will require major open-..
ing up of the structure at these inspections. Figure 72 illustrates the required access to
the 727 fuselage. It further details preventive measures including repair action and
assurance that drain paths are clear~ protective finishes are reapplied, and corrosion
inhibiting compounds are applied.

and
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•

Corrosion damage must be controlled between maintenance visits to acceptable minimums that will not adversely affect safety. The baseline program must be adjusted if
necessary to achieve this standard.

•

All cases of corrosion exceeding the minimum level must be reported, with particular
emphasis on corrosion that raises an immediate safety concefI?-. This will enable rapid
response throughout the fleets to inspect and correct any potential problems.

•

Intervals and implementation thresholds are based on area- and model-specific calendar times, Figure 73.

•

The maximum period for implementing the program fleet wide in a given structural
area is one repeat interval (not to exceed six years if over twenty years of age and a
minimum rate equivalent to one airplane per year).

Many operators incorporated several corrosion program features in their heavy maintenance
visits or when they accomplished the service bulletin modifications. Such pre-implementation
provided valuable early feedback about the effectiveness of the program and further demonstrated
the operators' responsiveness and commitment to the true spirit of safety. Boeing has also provided extensive training programs available to airline and airworthiness auth?rities personnel
alike to ensure efficient corrosion prevention and control program implementation.
The corrosion control and prevention program provides structural access and inspections·
of internal structure and structure hidden by fairings in a disciplined and consistent manner. While
many operators may already have covered these areas in existing maintenance programs, the net
effect has been an increased awareness for the value of corrosion prevention and control (CPCP)
programs. An additional qenefit of the CPCP visual surveillance type inspections are realized in
the benefits for fatigue c;famage inspections employed in the SSIPs. Figure 74 shows an example
of the different zonal acc~ss inspections for CPCP in comparison with assumed typical mainte•
nance programs for SSIP evaluations. The net benefit in normal maintenance damage detection
considerations are shown in Figure 75~

There is general agreement in the airplane industry that corrosion prevention and control
procedures are needed on all current in-production airplanes and for future generations of air•
planes. In response to this, Boeing has worked in conjunction with customer airlines and regulatory authorities to develop CPCPs for 737-300/400/500, 747-400, 757 and 767 airplanes. A CPCP
will also be included as part of the basic maintenance program for the new Boeing 777 jetliner
scheduled for service introduction in 1995.
The basic philosophy and program content of the CPCPs for in-production airplanes is the
same as that used for the ''aging'' airplane fleets. However, there is not the same degree of urgency
.to implement the programs, because there is significantly less potential for combinations of
severe corrosion and fatigue cracking in the younger fleets. Consequently, Boeing is proposing
that the CPCPs be incorporated into the basic minimum structural maintenance requirements.
Additional guidance material, for use by airlines and regulatory authorities, will also be published.

Most structural behavior can be predicted and validated relatively quickly by analysis and
static and fatigue testing. Corrosion behavior can only be confirmed by real time exposure.
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Consequently, we must rely very heavily on our historical experience, which has shown us that
seemingly trivial details sometimes trigger major problems. Boeing has recently developed a comprehensive Corrosion Design Handbook reflecting fleet experience to provide the structural engineer with the same corrosion prevention expertise that parallels methods used to develop
producible, durable and damage tolerant structures, Figure 76. While many corrosion problems
were addressed in durability design guides, it became apparent from fleet surveys and service
experience that a separate and dedicated corrosion prevention resource guide would be more
effective. Similarly, improved structural arrangements and concepts will enhance the inherent
robustness and forgiveness of the structure, facilitate simpler repairs when damage occurs, and
facilitate accessibility and inspectability. The 777 program placed strong emphasis on these issues as the design concepts were finalized.
Many corrosion-related improvements in materials, finishes, processes, and design details
have been introduced into the production lines of all existing and new models, Figure 77. These
changes were expected to significantly reduce the corrosion problems typically encountered later
·in service. Figure 78 compares cumulative corrosion events reported by the operators for the preand post-improvement 747 airplanes after approximately the first ten years of service. The apparent results are dramatic and very encouraging. However, before becoming too confident of our
success, we must be sure that the data represent true airplane condition rather than the results of
a relaxed, overconfident reporting system. Consequently, the Boeing Airplane Fleet Survey program was expanded to include surveys of ten- to twelve-year-old airplanes to detennine firsthand
knowledge of which of these improvements are really proving effective in typical service use.
Such data are essential to benchmark our current standards and to develop the proper baseline and
objectives for new design and current production models alike.
Supplemental Inspection Program Reviews
Supplemental structural inspection documents were released between 1979 and 1983 fo~
all aging Boeing jet transport models. Their purpose was to ensure continued safe operation of the
aging fleet by timely detection of new fatigue damage locations. These documents have been
updated on a regular basis to reflect service experience and operator inputs. In the light of current
aging fleet concerns, these inspection programs were to ensure adequate protection of the aging
fleet. The major focus of these reviews was:
•

Adequacy of the present fleet leader sampling.

•

Inclusion/deletion of principal structural elements (PSE).

The initial candidate fleet leader samples comprised those airplanes exceeding 50% of the
design objective in flight cycles when the typical fleet leader reached 75%. These criteria resulted
in 450 model 727, 123 model 737, and 117 model 747 subject to SSID compliance. Boeing
periodically reviews the candidate airplane list for any significant changes in fleet distribution,
composition, or utilization. To date, only minor. changes have occurred in the active candidate
airplane fleets, although some non:.candidate.airplanes with higher flight cycles have overtaken
candidate airplanes.
Revisions to 707,727, 737 and 747 SSIDs included changes to approximately ten significant structural items for each model. Some PSEs were not included in the original SSID on the
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basis that damage would be obvious before safety was affected. A review of those items resulted
in adding several items to the SSID, primarily some hidden wing structure previously deleted on
the basis of fuel leaks to signify fatigue damage.
Thin gauge fuselage structure was not included in the initial SSIDs on the basis of test and
service evidence that skin cracks would tum at frame locations and result in a safe decompression. Consideration of aging fleet damage in adjacent bays prompted coverage of thin gauge
fuselage structure, 1.4 mm thick or less for models 727 and 737. The 747 fuselage skins were
already included in the initial SSID because of thicker gauges.
Much concern has been expressed recently regarding possible widespread fatigue
cracking, a phenomenon where a patch or group of multiple small cracks of varying sizes in adjacent holes simultaneously join to fonn a single crack of longer combined length. This results
in a substantially reduced time frame to safely detect the cracking. The SWG concurred that the
SSIDs should include considerations for structure susceptible to that form of cracking with
appropriate changes of damage detection periods and inspection intervals. Figure 79 shows examples of impact of MSD link-up on damage detection periods and associated cumulation detection probabilities.
The original SSIDs allowed credit for detection opportunities based on secondary cracking. Allowing detection credit for secondary skin cracks may be unconservative, especially if the
majority of the detection credit was to be derived from external inspection of the skin. For example, when a fuselage frame cracks, the next crack may occur in the adjacent frame rather than
in the skin as was assumed. It was agreed that the SSID should be reviewed and revised to cover
adjacent member cracking patterns wherever they were likely to occur. Figure 80 shows SSID
inspection requirements for assumed multiple frame cracking.
Widespread Fatigue Damage
The present rules for airplane structural design have evolved from successful experience
and lessons learned in service. As opposed to earlier commercial airplanes, the first generation of
jet transports have not become technically obsolete before portions of the worldwide fleet have
reached and exceeded original design service objectives. Dependent damage at multiple sites was
recognized in revised damage tolerance regulations in the late 1970s. Independent damage in
similar details subjected to similar stresses has long been recognized as a potential continuing
airworthiness problem. Fuselage structure is typically more susceptible to WFD because of
numerous similar details subjected to pressure cycle loads with moderate flight;-by-flight
variations.
,

The Federal Aviation Administration chartered a task force in the mid l 980s to assess

large transport category airplanes relative to their potential for widespread fatigue damage and
their capability to accommodate controlled fuselage decompression. The team found considerable differences between manufacturer approaches to address WFD in fuselage structures. No
evidence was seen at the time that any of the airplanes included in the assessment were operating
unsafely because of WFD. The team concluded that sound damage tolerance design principles ·
coupled with prudent inspection programs and responsive modifications by operators would ensure
continu~d safe operation.
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Several concerns were, however, raised by the team:
•

Previous geriatric assessments may not have adequately considered the potential for
WFD.

•

Structural integrity of aging airplanes may in the future be impaired by net section
yielding at independent WFD sites or degradation of fail-safety.

•

Assessment of WFD should be based on tests or service experience interpreted through
teardown inspections.

•

The existing data base is insufficient to detennine the onset of WFD.

The 1988 accident over Hawaii resulted in airline/manufacturer recommendations for the
industry to "continue to pursue the concept of teardown of the oldest airline airplane to determine
the structural condition, and conduct fatigue test of older airplanes." Substantial worldwide industry and regulatory agencies cooperative efforts have since been focused on WFD concerns
and recommended actions to ensure continued structural airworthiness of older airplanes.
WFD Concerns. Widespread fatigue damage in a structure is characterized by the presence of multiple structural details with cracks that are of sufficient size and diversity whereby the
structure will no longer meet its damage tolerance requirement (e.g., maintaining the required
residual strength after partial failure) Figure 9. There are two distinct types of WFD:
•

Multiple Site Damage (MSD)-Simultaneous presence of fatigue cracks in the same
structural elements.

•

Multiple Element Damage (MED) - Simultaneous presence of fatigue cracks in adjacent structural elements.

Dependent types of MSD and MED that are within the extent of existing damage tolerance regulation compliance assumptions are labeled "local." Such dependent damage is characterized by retention of residual strength capability after link-up of adjacent finite cracks.
Independent types of WFD may reduce the residual strength and corresponding critical crack
length substantially, Figure 81.
The concern for WFD thus exists when large regions have similar structural details and the
same significantly high stress levels. Coalescence of multiple damage origins may potentially be
catastrophic, and there is a lack of confidence in damage detection before such unsafe conditions
may develop. Figure 82 shows a typical trend for allowable local versus widespread damage which
is discussed in more detail later.
Industry Initiatives. An international task group was chartered in 1990 comprising manufacturers and operators to investigate and propose appropriate actions to address WFD concerns
by timely discovery of any aging fleet problems.
The task group reached the conclusion in their first report released in 1991 that while
significant improvements in the structural safety system have been introduced by AAWG
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sponsored initiatives, Figure 65, there is still an outstanding concern for the potential onset and
possible non-detection of widespread fatigue damage. Model-specific audits were proposed for
those airplanes that have exceeded or approaching their original design service objectives. The
elements of the proposed audit process are shown in Figure 83.
The Structural Audit and Evaluation Task Group, SAETG, perfonned an extensive data
collection and analysis activity to detennine candidate options that have applicability to the identified concerns. While all the adopted SAETG options are valid to some extent in predicting the
onset and location of multiple site damage and multiple element damage, none of the options
provide foolproof safeguards. Ultimately conscientious and reliable inspections of the aiiplane
structure are key to confidence in ensuring continuing airworthiness. Six options were identified
as possible candidates singly or in combination to achieve the required level of safety, Figure 84.

SAETG is still actively finalizing their WFD audit recommendations. The fonnat of prudent fleet implementation of audit recommendations is still not resolved. Updates of existing
SSID and service bulletin modification programs appear as the most responsive corrective action
today for tomorrows possible problems. Pursuit of slow regulatory actions is not responsive to a
recognized problem, and Boeing and some other manufacturers have already initiated WFD audits
of their aging fleets.
An outcome of the initial SAETG report discussed above was the formulation of a longterm cooperative program between major airplane manufacturers in Europe and the United States
with focus on improving the knowledge about WFD phenomena and to compile and develop
methods for assessment. The short term objectives of this committee were completed in 1992.
The long tenn objectives are focused on sho-qfalls and proposed actions to enhance WFD
evaluations.
Structures Susceptible to WFD. The manufacturers have addressed several issues as part
of the short term objectives ranging from definitions of WFD, definition of structural parts susceptible to WFD, review of industry experience and practices for analyses of WFD to establish
long term goals.
Structure susceptible to WFD has the characteristics of similar details operating at similar
stresses where structural capability could be affected by interaction of similar cracking. Thirteen
types of structure potentially susceptible to WFD have been identified by the manufacturers'
committee. These types are the result of comparing and classifying the overall full~scale test and
in-service experience of the involved manufacturers. The following structures are identified as
potentially susceptible to WFD:
•

Fuselage
Longitudinal skin joints, frames and tear straps.
Circumferential joints and stringers.
Frames.
Aft pressure dome outer ring and dome web splices.
Other pressure bulkhead attachment to skin and web attachment to stiffener and
pressure decks.
Stringer to frame attachments.
Window surrounding structures.
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Over wing fuselage attachments.
Latches and hinges of non-plug doors.
Skin at runouts of large doublers.
•

Wing and Empennage

Chordwise splices.
Rib to stiffener attachments.
Skin nmouts of large doublers.
Stringer runouts at tank end ribs.

In addition the type of WFD (i.e., MSD and/or MED) the critical locations and existing
experience of factors that influence MSD and/or MED were detennined. The above mentioned
list is of a global nature covering all possible areas which may not be critical at each individual
airplane model.
Two examples are shown in Figures 85 and 86 summarizing the industry experience regarding longitudinal skin joints including frames and tear straps and aft pressure dome outer ring
including dome web splices. Both figures show several different design configurations with corresponding critical locations.
The listing of the factors influencing MSD and/or MED comprises the experience of the
different manufacturers and may not be applicable to each individual airplane model.
WFD Failure Mechanisms. Continuing structural airworthiness of damage tolerant structures depends on prudent inspections and/or modifications as airplanes approach cracking thresholds. Dependent and local damage at multiple sites have been addressed in existing supplemental
inspection programs. Some structures described above are susceptible to independent widespread
fatigue damage, and there is a lower confidence in timely and safe detection of WFD in comparison to local damage patterns. Considerable research and scientific interest has emerged in crack
growth predictions for multiple site damage scenarios. While this infonnation may be of some
value for structural damage detection assessments, the key safety focus involves the estimates of
when WFD may be significant and what impact such WFD may have on the residual strength of
the structure.
·
Typically, inspection thresholds are defined as specific flight cycles or flight hours at which
the first supplemental inspection should take place. For practical purposest a more ·meaningful
definition is required. If crack detection probability is very small, inspection efforts are wasted.
It appears reasonable to select these thresholds to reflect approximately five percent of the MSD
elements with cracks.
·
A manufacturer round robin program was conducted for two types of splices for which
specific test information was available. Different methods were applied without specific knowledge of the actual WFD onset thresholds. Figure 87 show the predictive ability as it exists today
for these specific lap and butt splice configurations. It is apparent that threshold analyses need
substantial supportive test evidence to be within reasonable tolerance bounds.
Extensive WFD may be accompanied by a rapid decrease in residual strength as shown
schematically in Figure 9. Simplified analysis assumptions and supporting test evidence show
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that the residual strength is detennined primarily by the size of the main crack and the distance
to the MSD location. This supports the need to take appropriate action to preclude MSD since it
cannot be allowed to develop much beyond local boundaries.
An unstiffened panel with a center crack and equal MSD at each fastener hole is shown
in Figure 88. Assumed MSD ahead of the crack will cause interaction and increased crack tip
stress intensities for the main crack and the adjacent MSD cracks. A net section stress criteria
between the crack tips is used to predict crack extensions. The resulting residual strength line is
shown in Figure 89 for various MSD crack sizes. It is important to recognize that the influence
of widespread fatigue damage cracking in built-up s~ctures with associated load redistributions
may be significantly different from unstiffened panel behavior discussed above. The fact remains
that the residual strength of the lead crack is not very sensitive to the MSD crack size. Panel test
data shows a similar trend supported by net section failure criteria discussed above, Figure 90.

Stiffened structure resistance to WFD is dependent on inherent crack arrest capability for
local damage. The crack arrest ability is heavily influenced by,stiffener/frame combination in
tenns of material and geometry selection. Structure with frames against the structure is more
efficient than straps alone or with floating frames away from the skin. As will be shown in the
following simplified examples, crack arrest capability can be provided for structure with WFD.
However, existing older structural fail-safe designs may need affinnative inspection/ modification actions to address WFD concerns.
An example of a stiffened fuselage structure is shown in Figure 91. Crack arrest in the
presence ofMSD becomes significantly more complex but the same principles apply. The interaction from small adjacent cracks are accounted for by appropriate stress intensity factor corrections. Again, the net section failure criteria will prevail as the lead crack approaches the adjacent
MSD cracks. After link-up, the crack is arrested if the stiffening elements have sufficient residual
strength in the presenc~ of dependent local damage, Figure 92. Variation of MSD crack sizes
corresponding to local stress distributions may further alleviate the influence of MSD by reduced
sizes close to frame/strap locations, Figure 9 i. Several full-scale stiffened panels have been tested
with and without MSD ahead of the lead crack. Figure 93 shows one example of test/analysis
correlation for a lap splice test configuration.

Structural Repair Assessments
Inevitably, airplanes accumulate repairs. For each model, structural repair manuals (SRM)
assist the operator in ensuting that typical repair action maintains the airframe structural integrity. ·
Other larger repairs are handled by individually prepared and approved.engineering drawings.
Traditionally, these repairs have primarily focused on static strength and fail-safe aspects of the
structure after repair, with commonsense attention to durability considerations. For several years,
however, there has been an additional emphasis on the need for structure to be damage tolerant.
Achieving damage tolerance demands knowledge of potentially critical structural ele1:11ents, an
understanding of damage growth and critical size, and an inspection program to ensure timely ·
detection. ·
·
·
Repairs may affect damage tolerance in different ways; An external repair patch on the ,
fuselage can hide primary structure to an extent that supplemental inspections may be required, ·
Figure 94. Other repairs may interfere with obvious means of detecting damage such as skin repairs
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on the lower wing with sealant that prevents fuel leakage. Repairs located in low stress areas with
slow crack growth rate can have damage tolerance provided by existing maintenance.
Industty Activities. System changes to enhance continued structural airworthiness of aging
airplanes included repair assessment, Figure 65. Several Structures Task Groups (STG), manufacturer and AAWG subcommittee meetings were held during 1990 and 1991. Industry concern
for the direction of these activities resulted in fonnation of the Repair Assessment Task Group
(RATG), Figure 95. The following sections describe the RATG charter and progress towards
resolving key issues in order to achieve commonality of approach without undue burden for the
operators. The thrust of these activities have been focused on updates of the Structural Repair
Manuals (S1Uv1) and model specific repair assessment documents approved by the FAA.
The initial efforts by the manufacturers were directed towards development of consistent
repair assessments in three stages. The AATF/AAWG activities since 1991 have been formally
incorporated in the Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee (ARAC) structure. The specific
· task defined by AAWG was to, develop recommendations concerning whether new or revised
requirements and compliance methods for structural repair assessments of existing repairs should
be initiated and made mandatory for eleven aging fleet models. Specific tasks and timelines for
the Repair Assessment Task Group (RATG) have also been identified including:
•

Develop procedures and criteria to assess existing repairs for long tenn continued
operation of eleven pre-Amendment 45 airplanes.

•

Evaluate and determine if any rulemaking is recommended for assessments of existing repairs.

•

Provide recommendations to the AAWG Steering Committee. Support the development of recommendations to the Transport Airplane and Engine Issues Group (TAES)
of ARAC by mid 1993.

Rules and guidelines that address repairs on airplanes being certified today are broadly
based on certification and operational requirements. A review of these documents indicate that
airplanes certified under these regulations require structural repairs that restore both static strength
capability, and damage tolerance and fatigue strength capability. There is also guidance material
which requests an evaluation of needs for supplementa1 inspections to detect premature degradation of structural damage tolerance capabilities as a result of repair installations. Furthermore,
there are regulations that would allow for the mandatory compliance of any special inspection
programs developed as part of the requested repair installation evaluation.
For airplanes certified before FAR 25.571 Amendment 45, the rules governing repairs
were less restrictive. Basically, these rules only required repairs that restored structural static
strength. The advent of the Supplemental Structural Inspection Programs (SSIPs), per AC 91-56,
in the l 980s combined with other revisions to FAR Part 43 required supplemental inspections of
certain structure called Principal Structural Elements (PSEs). The concepts of the SSIP are similar in nature to the new airplane Airworthiness Limitations Instructions under FAR 25.1529. In
1991, the FAA published AC 25.1529 which _addresses the approval procedures to follow when
making structural repairs to airplane type designs with Supplemental Structural Inspection Docume~ts (SSIDs). This guidance material requested that repairs to PSEs be initially proven to meet
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static strength requirements before return to service and a continued airworthiness assessment to
be completed within a one year time frame. Any supplemental inspections required for the particular repair would also need to be developed.
Today's operational rules are similar for both the pre- and post- Amendment 45 airplanes
in regards to perfonnance standards that an airline must adhere to in repairing or altering an airplane. Currently the FAR or any guidance material does not address retroactive rules regarding
the continued aiiworthiness of repairs previously installed on pre-Amendment 45 airplanes.
Repair Assessment Approach. Criteria and a five-step approach was established for repair assessments by AAWG in December 1991.
Criteria for developing guidance material for repairs requiring specific maintenance programs to maintain the damage tolerance integrity of the basic airframes can be summarized as:
•

Specific repair size limits should be selected for each model of airplane.

•

Repairs which have been superseded require review.

•

Repairs in close proximity may jeopardize the continued airworthiness of the airplane.

• · Repairs that do not conform to SRM standards may require further action.
•

Repairs which exhibit structural distress should be replaced before further flight.

It became clear that more fleet evidence was required to scope the overall problem in
tenns of any continued airworthiness concerns. This resulted in formulation of a five-step AAWG
approach to repair assessments in December 1991:
1. Develop model-specific guidance using AAWG repair criteria.
2. Survey a number of operators' airplanes to:
Assess fuselage skin repairs below window belt.
Validate approach.
Form basis for broader effort.
3. Develop worldwide suivey if required.
4.

•
Collect and assesnesults to determine further course of action by mid 1992.

. 5. Develop specific manufacturer/operator/FAA actions.
Repair Surveys. Structures Working Groups chainnen for the eleven pre-Amendment 45
airplanes fonned repair survey teams (essentially expansion of RATG) to conduct sample surveys
of fuselage repairs located below the window belt. The surveys were perfonned on airplanes
stored at Mojave, California, and Amarillo, Texas, and coordinated with airplane owners by the
FAA. Each team comprised representatives from the FAA Aircraft Certification and Flight
Standards Office, operators and manufactures. The survey teams used the following procedures:
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•

Smvey and document lower surface fuselage repairs on selected Airbus. Boeing,
Douglas and Lockheed airplanes.

•

Categorize repairs in three groups using engineering judgment and applicable AAWG
screening criteria:
No additional action required (Category A).
Repair may require supplemental inspection for damage tolerance (Category B
and C).

Remove and replace repair with Category A, B or C repair.
A total of 356 repairs were evaluated on 30 airplanes over a three-day period. Five different teams comprising engineers conducted these surveys which provided firsthand observations
of service repairs in terms of type, proximity, condition and number of repairs relative to standardized common criteria. These surveys demonstrated that some repairs of good quality may
inhibit damage detection during normal maintenance activities and therefore may need supplemental inspections due to size, configuration and/or proximity considerations.
These fuselage repair surveys did not indicate an immediate concern for continued structural airworthiness. The size distribution of repairs, Figure 96, indicated a need for assessments
to establish inspection requirements for larger repair and/or smaller repairs in close proximity.
Operators need updated SRMs and model-specific guidance documents to accomplish their repair assessments.
The surveys also indicated that it would be premature to mandate assessments of repairs
in view of existing regulations. The scope and effectivity for existing mandatory structural modification programs and corrosion prevention and control programs are also important considerations in establishing any need for additional regulatory actions.
Repair Assessment Process. This section describes the elements of the repair assessment
process. The manufacturers should provide SRM updates and model-specific repair assessment
documents. Operators should assess existing repairs to detennine which pennanent repairs require
supplemental inspections beyond specific thresholds. Temporary repairs may also need supple_mental inspections before they reach their replacement threshold. The manufacturers should develop Baseline Zonal Inspections (BZI) in cooperation with the operators, reflecting typical
inspection intervals to facilitate the classification of repairs and need for supplemental inspections.
The objective of the repair assessment program is to ensure continued structural repair
airworthiness equivalent to unrepaired similar principal structural elements. The priority is to
assess pressurized fuselage repairs for eleven pre-Amendment 45 ·airplanes with emphasis on the ·
out-of-production models. Model-specific repair assessment material published by the
manufacturers could also be used to determine inspection requirements for new repairs. The same
principles and guidelines may be expanded to cover other structure beyond the pressurized fuselage skin and could also be applied to post-Amendment 45 airplanes.
The assumed BZI reflects typical existing maintenance inspections performed by most
operators, Figure 97. These BZis serve as an evaluation tool for some manufacturers to establish criteria for supplemental inspections, repair size limits, etc. Some manufacturers have
developed the BZI in conjunction with Structures Task Group (STG) meetings. The BZI provides
\
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opportunities to simplify the repair screening process with regard to structural locations based on
stress environment and zonal critical details.
Structural Repair Manual Updates. Model-specific Structural Repair Manuals (SRM)

should be updated by the manufacturers to reflect damage tolerance repair considerations. The
goal is to complete these updates within one year of adoption of the RATG recommendations
with initial emphasis on fuselage pressure boundary structure.
·
The general section of each SRM will contain brief descriptions of damage tolerance
considerations, categories of repairs, description of ~ssumed baseline inspections, and repair assessment stages, Figure 98. Data for pressurized fuselage skin will be provided initially to identify repair categories and related infonnation.
Generic SRM repairs should also contain repair category considerations regarding size,
zone and proximity. Detailed infonnation for determination of inspection requirements should be
provided in separate guidance material for each model. Unsatisfactory repairs should be labeled
inactive and remain in the SRM. Inspection and replacement requirements for these repairs will
be added to the SRM. Updates of SRM should be FAA (or equivalent) approved in line with
current practice for revision approvals.
The manufacturers should also review and determine requirements for supplemental inspections ifnot already adequately addressed in Service Bulletins. Tenninating action to Aiiworthiness Directives which modifies structure does not always contain instructions for future
supplemental inspection requirements.
Repair Assessment Guidance Material. Separate model-specific documents outside the
SRM should be prepared by the manufacturers for the eleven aging airplane models. Unifonnity/
similarity of these repair assessment procedures are important to simplify operator workload. The
manufacturers have spent considerable time. over the last three years to achieve commonality of
the repair assessment process.
· Thresholds for assessments ofexisting repairs are based on fatigue damage considerations .
and specified for each model in flight cycles. While threshold recommendations vary between ·
manufacturers, they are typically 75% of design service objectives, Figure 99.
The SRM and guidance material describes rationale for repair Categories A, B and C:
•

Category A
•
A permanent repair for which the Assumed Zonal Inspection is adequate to ensure
continued airworthiness (inspectability) equal to wrrepaired surrounding structure. ·

•

Category B
A pennanent repair which requires supplemental inspections to ensure continued airworthiness.

,·
·
·
• . Category C .
A temporary (time limited) repair which requires supplemental inspections to ensure
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continued aiiworthiness. Thresholds for rework or replacement will be provided in
addition to supplemental inspection threshold and interval.
The process involves the following three stages, Figure 98:
•

Stage 1

This stage specifies what structure should be assessed for repairs. If a repair is structure in an area of concern the analysis continues; otherwise, the repair does not require
classification per this program.
Repair details are collected for further analysis in Stage 2. Repairs which do not meet
the static strength requirements or are in a bad condition are immediately identified,
and corrective actions must be taken before further flight.
•

Stage 2
The repair categorization is detennined by using the data gathered in Stage 1 to answer simple questions regarding structural characteristics.
Well-designed repairs in good condition meeting size and proximity requirements are
Category A. The process continues for Category B and C repairs.

•

Stage 3
The supplemental inspection and/or replacement requirements for Category B and C
repairs are detennined in this stage. Inspection requirements for the repair are determined by a simple calculation or by using predetermined values (manufacturer specific).
Incoiporating the supplemental inspection requirements into the operators' maintenance program completes the repair assessment process.

Repairs which do not meet static strength requirements must be reworked or replaced with
A, B or C repairs prior to further flight. Since existing regulations apply, no specific categorization is required for such repairs. Simple condition and design criteria questions are provided in
Stage 2 to define the lower bounds of Category Band Category C repairs. Using Category A
fuselage skin repairs is encouraged unless operator convenience and scheduling dictates
Category C selection.
Guidance material documents for each model will provide a list of structure for which
repair assessments are required. Some manufacturers have reduced this list by deterniining the
inspection requirements for critical details. If the requirements are ·equal to nonnal maintenance
checks, those details were excluded from this list. Figure 100 shows one example of a modelspecific repair assessment guidelines for inspection interval selections.
· The inspection intervals are based on residual strength, crack growth and inspectability
evaluations. The inspection methods and intervals should be compatible with typical operator
maintenance. practice. Internal inspections are acceptable at D-check intervals while simpler
external inspections can be accommodated at multiple C-check intervals.
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CONCLUSIONS
Timely damage detection is the key element in ensuring structural damage tolerance. This
review has been focused on the evolution of damage tolerance principles gained from the fail-safe
approach, which has worked well for current commercial airliners. Extensive testing, analysis
and service records have been employed to provide new technology and procedures !}lat meet
damage tolerance regulations for new and aging jet transports. Damage detection assessments for
environmental, accidental and fatigue damage sources should reflect a rational coupling between
"
structural characteristics and maintenance program parameters.
Damage tolerance verification includes assessments of allowable damage, damage detection periods for different cracking patterns, and inspection program efficiency. Traditional fracture mechanics research and applications tends to focus on structural characteristics, and the
practicing engineer is often encouraged to recommend inspections based on simple factoring of
damage detection periods. This practice tends to result in variable and unknown damage detection reliability levels. The impact of access and inspectability as well as contributions from normal maintenance activities are also ignored in some of these simplified inspection
recommendations. This review has provided some examples of a more rational approach to development of flexible maintenance programs without compromising safety.
Continuing airworthiness challenges for aging airplanes have been addressed over the last
fifteen years. Aging fleet concerns have resulted in joint industry, operator and airworthiness
authority actions. The initiatives of these task forces have primarily addressed damage tolerance
issues and in many ways sorted out facts and fiction. Mandatory modifications in lieu of continued inspections as well as mandated corrosion prevention programs are examples of prudent
actions to pennit continued safe operation of jet transports until their retirement from service for
economic reasons.
Additional challenges of local damage tolerance capabilities have been addressed in recent years to establish positive initiatives to control widespread fatigue damage effects on continuing airworthiness. Much research is progressing but often is not focused on key problem areas
(i.e., WFD influence on residual strength). Recent industry task force initiatives are, however,
slowly influencing the thrust of the research community toward the right problems to be solved.
The design, construction, operation and maintenance of airplanes take place in a changing
and dynamic arena, with new technology needs and new players. The structural safety system
may never be perfect, but it has produced an enviable record. As noted abov_e, damage detection
is a key element of damage tolerance assurance. Vigilance must be exetcised to maintain focus
on prudent inspections and preventive actions for environmental, accidental and fatigue damage.
The value of visual inspections is omnipotent and deserves more recognition from the research
community in terms of characterization and quantification of damage detection probabilities.
If the lessons being learned today by the manufacturers, the operators and the authorities
are properly reflected in next generation airplanes, true and balanced structural damage tolerance
will be achieved during· longer service periods with progressive maintenance, which ensures
continued structural airworthiness until airplane retirements from service for economic reasons.
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DR. FREDERIK J. PLANTEMA BIOGRAPHY
Frederik J. Plantema wa born in Leeuwarden Th
etherland , and graduated from the Technical Univer ity
of D 1ft in 1932. For a hort period he wa a i tant to
Profi or Bien no at Delft Univ r ity and in I 934 he joined
the ational Aeronautical Re earch In titute (NLR) in
Am terdam. In 1945 he a urned the leader hip of the
Structure Department, and in 1950 wa appointed head of
the joint Structur and Material Department which he directed until hi death. In 1952 he obtained hi Doctor of
Technical Science Degre ba ed on a the i entitled,
' Theory and Exp riment on the Overall Instability of Flat
andwich Plate ." Hi book on ' Sandwich Construction"
wa published by John Wiley and Son in 1966 hortly
before hi death.

Dr. Frederik J. Plantema
October 21, 1911ovember 13, 1966

Dr. Plantema wrote a great number of paper and
report on a wid variety of ubject . Several papers were
contributed to international conference and ymposia and
to well-known technical journal . All hi publication were characterized by an elucidating tyle,
a clear de cription and analy i of the problem and a careful formulation of the conclu ions. A
sampl of ubject drawn from a collection of hi publication include: torsion of aircraft structure ; load on tricycle landing gear · buckling of flat and lightly curved plate ; loads on wings
and tailplane due to di placement of rudders or flap ; rationalization of gust load requirement ;
rolling-maneuver load on airplane · fatigue of tructure and tructural component ; fatigu te t
of stiffened panel · cumulative fatigue damage; fatigue te t of andwich panel ; airworthiness
requirement for pitching maneuver · experimental inve tigations on runway wavine .
When Dr. Plantema joined the ational Aeronautical Research In titute, the epoch of the
all-metal civil airplane had ju t begun, and he became involved in the development of new tre s
analy i method for structure . He al o explored rationale for different airworthine s requirements and hence became engaged in problem related to external airplane load . Due to the increa ing utilization of high trength aluminum alloy , Dr. Plantema addre ed both airplane
operating fatigue life load characterization and al o the con equences of the e loads on the airplane tructure .
While Dr. Plantema wa u ually not engaged in fatigue experiments directly himself, he
timulated fatigue re earch and gave advice throughout hi career. All draft of fatigue reports
submitted for his approval were oft n con iderably improved by hi. alert criticisms. Due to his
broad field of activities he was capable of reducing' conclu ion ' to their proper significance.
Dr. Plantema w a member of the Structure and Material Panel of the Advisory Group
for Aeronautical Research and Development (AGARD) and of the Fatigue Committee of the
arne panel. He wa al o a member of the etherland Committee on Structural Strength
Requiremen of Civil Aircraft, and A ociate Fellow of the Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences.
In April of 1966 he was di tingui hed by the Dutch Royal Court a Officer of the Order of "Oranje
as au.'
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•

The rapid development of fatigue testing and safety policies with regard to fatigue would
probably have come rather soon even without ICAF, but it is obvious that the committee under
the direction of Dr. Plantema achieved a remarkable influence on the fatigue research in a large
part of the world. The success of ICAF in the difficult beginning can be credited to the great skill,
knowledge and diplomatic talents of Dr. Plantema.
Dr. Plantema passed away suddenly in November 1966. The first Plantema Memorial
Lecture was presented by Dr. J. Branger at the 5th ICAF Symposium in Melbourne, Australia,
1967. The list of subsequent lectures are shown below and reflect the contributions of ICAF to
fatigue and fracture mechanics assessments of airplane structures.
PLANTEMA MEMORIAL LECTURES

Year

Title

Author

1967

J. Branger

The ICAP, Its Foundation, Growth and Today's Philosophy

1969

J. Schijve

Cumulative Damage Problems in Aircraft Structures and
Materials

1971 · · E. L. Ripley

The Philosophy of Structural Testing a Supersonic
Transport Aircraft with Particular Reference to the Influence
of the Thennal Cycle

1973

E. Gassner

Fatigue Life of Structural Components Under Random
Loading

1975

S. Eggwei:tz

Reliability Analysis of Wing Panel Considering Test Results
from Initiation of First and Subsequent Fatigue Cracks

1977

H. F. Hardrath

Advanced Composites - The Structures of the Future

1979

A. J. Troughton

33 Years of Aircraft Fatigue

1981

, 0.Buxbaum

.1983

J. Y. Mann

Landing Gear Loads of Civil Transport Airplanes
Aircraft Fatigue- With Particular Emphasis on Australian
Operations and Research
Fatigue and Damage Tolerance Anaiysis in the Aircraft
Design Process

1985

L. Jarfall

1987

T. Swift

Damage Tolerance in Pressurized Fuselage

1989

J. B. deJonge

Assessment of Service Load Experience

1991

R. M. Bader

Structural Integrity Challenges

1993

U. G. Goranson

Damage Tolerance - Facts and Fiction

<
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL FATIGUE

In 1949 Dr. Plantema completed an analytical study entitled "Fatigue of Structures and
Structural Components." In the conclusions of this study he s~id that it will be necessary to con- sult laboratories in other countries to see whether his recommendations for fatigue research were
in agreement with test programs going on elsewhere, and that it could lead to a useful international exchange of results. Here the idea of ICAP was born.
The initiative to the foundation of ICAF was taken by Plantema in May 1951 when he
wrote letters to the College of Aeronautics in Cranfield and the director of the Aeronautical
Research Institute of Sweden (FFA) in Stockholm. In these letters Plantema proposed ideas for
closer cooperation between various institutes. The cooperation should consist of an exchange of
reports and other information at the earliest possible date and the establishment of common research programs to avoid unnecessary duplication. He further proposed periodic meetings of the
people responsible for the fatigue work. These guidelines were agreed upon during a preliminary
meeting at the College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, September 14, 1951, attended by Dr. Plantema,
Mr. E. J. vanBeek(Fokker),ProfessorW. S. Kemp(C.o.A.)andMr. BoLundburg(FFA).ltwas
also decided that representatives of Switzerland and Belgium were to be approached about joining the cooperation. This was done before the first conference held on September 25 and 26,
1952, in Amsterdam. The date of the Cranfield meeting could be considered as the birth date of
ICAF. Another field of interest to Dr. Plantema concerned airplanes loads and the structural response to these loads. It was the integration of these issues and his general interest in airworthi.:
ness problems that may explain why he focused so much effort on fatigue.
·
The research on aeronautical fatigue at his department steadily increased. It started with

fatigue tests on riveted, bolted and adhesive-bonded joints and with research on cumulative
damage. In 1956 Plantema reported on the latter subject in a paper at the Colloquium on Fatigue
in Stockholm. Later on subjects such as crack propagation, notch and size effects and strength of
fatigue-cracked panels were added. An extensive program concerning full-scale tests with program and random loading was completed one year before Plantema suddenly passed away in
November 1966.
The increasing fatigue activity at Plantema's department was paralleled by the outgrowing of ICAP. This organization started with five countries holding conferences from time to time.
The number of countries has now been raised to thirteen. In 1959 Plantema organized the first
ICAF symposium in Amsterdam, starting from the idea that ICAF symposia on special airplane
fatigue issues could well meet the needs of the research workers in the ICAF countries.
During the first conference in Amsterdam, two main guidelines were adopted:
•

An effective collaboration could only be obtained by regular personal contacts of the
persons responsible for the work.
·

•

An exchange of infonnation on fatigue equipment, programs and test results should
be started as soon as possible.

During the early years of ICAP some serious airplane accidents occurred due to fatig"ue ·
and greatly stimulated research on fatigue testing all over the world. There is no doubt that a
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notable expansion of our fatigue and fracture know ledge has occurred over the last forty years,
and ICAF has substantially contributed to this evolution by encouraging relevant research which
no doubt has contributed significantly to the credible safety record of airplane structures.
The initial ICAF activities from 1952 through 1957 were concentrated on two-day technical sessions, more commonly known as ICAF conferences, where national delegates from each
member country present summaries of significant research. These conferences have traditionally
been followed by three-day symposia since 1959, when the first symposium was held in
Amsterdam, Netherlands. The first Plantema Memorial Lecture was given by Jurg Branger, who
significantly stimulated ICAF activities after Switzerland joined ICAF in 1952. He also ·served
as ICAP General Secretary between 1967 and 1976 and created the "ICAF Spirit," which implied
that all of us should cooperate as friends and colleagues in our quest to understand aeronautical
fatigue mechanisms. Subsequent ICAF symposia have occurred in different ICAP member countries on a rotational basis as shown below. The depth and coverage of fatigue phenomena has
increased steadily; and elements of fail-safety/damage tolerance have also been addressed as an
integral part of structural safety assurance activities.
ICAP CONFERENCES AND SYMPOSIA

Year

Conference

1952

1

1953

2

1955
1956
1957
1959
1961
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971

1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985

1987
1989
1991
1993

Location

Symposium

Amsterdam
Stockholm
Cranfield
Zurich
Brussels
Amsterdam
Paris
Rome
Munich
Melbourne
Stockholm
Miami
London
Lausanne
Dannstadt
Brussels
Noordwijkerhout
Toulouse
Pisa
Ottawa
Jerusalem

3
4

5
67

2

8
9

·4

10
11
12
13
14

l

3
5

*
6
7
8

15

9

16

10

17
18
19

11
12

20
21

13
14
15

22
23

16
17

Tokyo

Stockholm

* No Symposium - Two-Day Technical Session
0 Frederik}. Plantema, October 21, 1911-November 13 1966
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J. Branger
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E. L. Ripley
E. Gassner
S. Eggwertz
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J. Y. Mann
L. Jarlall
T. Swift
J. B. deJonge
R. M. Bader
U. G. Goranson
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• Operating
environment
• Fl ig ht cyc les

• Corrosion
- Operating environment
- Protective system
• Stress corrosion
- Material sensitivity
- Sustained stress

• Random discrete
event from a cause
not normally
encountered during
fleet operations

• Materi al
• Geometry
• Cycl ic stress
Environment
Fli ght cycles/
hours

• Exten t of conditions
that caused
damage initiation
• May resu lt in
subsequent crack
growth if not detected
and repaired

• May result in
subsequent crack
growth if not
detected and
repaired

•

•

Figure 32. Inspection Planning Consideration

Supplemental fatigue inspections
o•i p
• r11o•gr11a11m•s- - - - - - - - •
Corrosion prevention and co• n1111lr11
Schedu led maintenance check intervals

Fleet
damage
rate

Fleet actions for widespread fatigue damage - - - - •
Mandatory SB modification program s
Repair assessments /i nspections - - - - - - - - - • • •

Environmental deterioration
and accidental damage

t
Design
service goal

Figure 33 . Fleet Damage and Maintenance Program Phases
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Threshold based on in itial flaws
Th reshold
Design goal
0.3
0.6
0.4
0 .38

Structural configuration
Wing rear spar lower chord
Empennage Jackscrew support
Fuselage crown skin stri nger
Lap splice

1

fso
Cracking
probabilities

-

Equivalent fatigue
cracking probability

1/ 1.000
1/ 150
1/500
1/900

Design goal

Equiva lent fatigue
cracking probabili ty

0.50 to 0.75

I

1
to
250

Range of characteristic
analysis lives

so
· -

Threshold based on fatig ue
Threshold

Classic fatigue
threshold range

I
1,- + - - - r

Initial flaw
Fatigue life
distribution

threshr range

Number of aircraft

Characteristic
li fe
112
1
Design goal

2

3

Relative life

Figure 34. Threshold Examples Based on lassie Fatigue and Initial F!aVi Concept
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fa tigue lite
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spanwise

i-;

splice

Probab,lily ol flaws

Equivalent init ial
fl aw size. m m

exceeding 1.3 mm.

0.5

6.0

'}o

-----4---- --+------- ---,

! ln1erference lit

0.05

0.003

! Standard

0.25

8.5

!

Fuselag e I drive ri vets
lap
splice
! Overdriv n
! nvets

~_::,----+-- - ----+---- ----,
0. 15

0.04

I

Figure 3 . Equii·alent Initial Flaws for ariou Fatigue De. ign Details
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1 000
250

Number of
airplanes

Min imum life in 250 airplanes is
approximately ,1 /4 typical airplane

t--------------

i 1,%\

100

I

Design service ~
objective - - -•,

10

I

I

Area represents
fatigue life
distribution if
all airplanes
cracked

~

"

"- '?.>~ .
"-

~/.
~

"~(5)~/\.

I

'\.

I
I

(5)

I

""
1.0

1/4

Logarithmic scale··

Relative fatigue life
Figure 36. Variation of Minimum Life with Fleet Size

Fleet utilization
/
Number of
airplanes

"'" Minimum airplane life

""

" >..

~

~
~

""

"

Typical
airplane
life

Airplanes most
likely to include
initial fatigue
cracking

1 Logarithmic scale
Flight cycles
Figure 37. Fleet Cracking Order Based on Fatigue Life Distribution
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Typical airplane design life
is > 2 times fleet design life

Candidate,

Number of
airplanes

Fleet status when ,
typical fleet leader ~
g?
airplane reaches
m
75% of design
0.
I
-~
service objective

Iairplanes
I

Design service
objective

1

1

m
(.)
I

0.75

0.50

Q_

>,

t-

2

Relative service life
Figure 38. Supplemental In pection Candidate Airplane Criteria

Damage
detection
rel iab iIity

Rotational sampling
advantage - -

Fleet leader
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Required -

1
Relative inspection interval N
Figure 39. Fleet Sampling Options
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100
•
•
•
•

80

Rotational
sample size ,
percentage of
candidate
airplanes

Wing
Fuselage
Empennage
Strut

60

40

20

II

II

•
•

•

0
0

20

40
60
80
Fleet leader sample size ,
percentage of candidate airplanes

Figure 40. Fleet ampling Efficienc Compari on
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One Crack per Airplane
Flcel descnphon:
Model 7X7-100 U N yyy lhrougt, zzz
No. airplanes in lleeI · 220 Date of fleet drslribulion : June 2000

100 . . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - .
80

60

Number of
airplanes 40

20

0 L__ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age in fl ig hts
1.50 . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Number of cracked
airplanes in fleet :

1.25

Threshold
Service goal
1.0

0.75 .____ _ _ ____._ _ _ _ ___.__ _ _ _ _
2.0

~

2.75

2.5

2.25

Characteristic life /service goal

Figure 41. Fleet Service Cracking Estimate Example-One Crack per Ahplane

Multiple Cracks per Airplane
Fleet descnpl1on:
No. airplanes In fleet: 220

Model 7X7-100 LI YYY through ll.Z
Date of current fleel dislribulion: June 2000

100

80

60

Number of
airplanes 40
20

1.50
Number of cra cked airplanes in fleet:
10

1.25

Threshold
Service goal
1.0

0.75

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
Number of cracks per airplane

9

10

Figure 42. Fleet Service Cracking Estimate Example-Multiple Crack per Airplane
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One Crack per Airplane

t

Number
of
airplanes

Age in flights 20 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Number of
cracked
airplanes

with one
cracked
detail

15

10
Characteristic life
Service goal
5

0

L----'====:::::::=-.L___L_ ____J

1980

85

90

95

2000

Year

Figure 43. Predicted Fleet Cracking Example-One

rack per Airplane

Three Cracks per Airplane

t
Number
of

airplanes

Age in fli ghts ~

Number of
cracked
ai rplanes
5
with three
cracked

Characteristic life
Service goal

detai ls

0

1.----1!!!1::===:=::=:.i____JL__ __.J

1980

85

90

95

Year

Figure 44. Predicted Fleet Cracking Example-Three Cracks per Airplane
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16

Note: Only selected items
are sh.own for clarity.

Rear Spar Details:

Detail A

Detail B

Figure 45. Structurally Signifi.cant Item Examples for Wingbox

SSI No.
01
02
03
04

05
06
07

08
09
10

11
12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

28
29

30
31

32
33

Tille
Front spar - typical details
Front soar - nacelle frttina installation
Rear soar - typical details
Rear spar (frorn SOB to nb 1)
Rear spar - forward trunnion fillinq installation
Rear soar - MLGB outboard suooort fittina installation
Rear soar - flap support fittinQ installation (ribs 17 and 24)
Non-shear-tied ribs (exceot details of 09) - tvoical details
Ribs Nos. 1 and 2 - internal fittinas and adiacent web
Shear-tied ribs (Nos. 4, 7, 8 , 10. 17, 24) (except details of 11) - lvoical details
Shear-tied ribs in drv bav /No. 7 and 8)
Outboard wina lower surface - tvoical strinaer
Ou tboard wina lower surface - rib shear tie and support frttinas
Outboard winq lower surface · drain installation
Outboard wina lower surface - soanwise splice
Soar chords to lower wina skin attachment
Access hole - lower wina surface
MLGB outboard suooort fittina to lower surface attachment
Nacelle fittina attachment to lower winq surface
Orv bav tvoical skin /slrinaer canstruclion
Orv bav barrier installation
Orv bav flame arrester installation
Tvoical skin/strinaer and rib shear lie attachment uooer surface
Uooer wina skin soanwise splice and spar chord attachment
MLGB outboard suooort fittinq and trunnion to uooer skin attachment
Uooer surface fuel filler cao
Nacelle strut to uooer skin attachment
Nacelle suooort side load backup fittinq
Rear spar oitch load fittina
Outboard side load fittinq
Inboard side load fittinq
Nacelle side brace suooort fittina
Front soar oitch load fitlina

Figure 46. Stru ·turall Significant Item E ·amp/es for Wingbox
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Actual Crack Growth Curve

Crack
length

C

A

B

Inspection Access - Top

Flights

NB

A

lnspectable Crack Growth Curves

B

lnspectable
crack
length

•

•

C

Inspection Access - Bottom

N B

0

Flights

Figure 47. In pectable Crack Length on iderations
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Figure 48. Cumulative Detection Probability-Detection Period Variation
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Figure 49. Cumulati\ e Detection ProbabilitrCriti ·al Crack Length Variation.
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Figure 50. Cumulative Detection Probability-Inspection T pe/Detection Threshold Variation
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Figure 51. Cumulative Detection Probabilitrf)etecrion Threshold Probability Variation
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Figure 53 . Cumulative Detecrion Probability--lnspection Method Variation

Rear spar web

Typical Wing Rear Spar Structure
(Wing Center Section)

Skin Lead Crack

Chord Lead Crack

Figure 54. Wing Spar Chord Cracking Pattern Examples
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Figure 55. Spar Chord Crack Growth Curve E amp/es- Wing Center Secrion
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Figure 56.

umulative Detection Probability-Cracking Pattern Variation
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Figure 58. Cumulatii e Detection Probability Locally Hidden Skin Detail
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Figure 61 . Multiple Cracking in the Fleet
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Figure 62. Multiple Fleet Cracking Contributions to Damage Detection
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• December 1992
• 155 airplanes surveyed
• 82 operators visited in 43 countries
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Figure 64. Boeing Fleet Surveys
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Structures Working Group tasks
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Figure 65. lndu tr Aging Fleet Initiative
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Fi ure 66. In - ervice Problem Actions
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Figure 67. Comparison. of Service Bulletin Labor Hours Related to Corrosion and Fatigue
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Figure 68. Mandatory Service Bulletin Modification Example for 727 Horizontal Stabilizer Front Spar
Center Section with Stress Corrosion Problems
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Typical crack

Typ ical crack

- - - - No. 3 window
Skin splice
Action - Con trol cabin E-F window
post ihspection and
modification . Install external
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before 60.000 flight cycles .

Figure 69. Mandatory Service Bulletin Modification Example for 727 Cab Window Post with Fatigue
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Figure 70. Corrosion Effe ·ts on Fati ue Damage Growth
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• Trailing-edge cavity
• Center section

• Upper/lower lobe

• Trailing-edge cavity

• Bilge

• Horizontal stabilizer
center section

• Under fairings

Figure 71. Corrosion Program Area

Fuselage External

(Including land ing gear bays)
All external surfaces
6/1 .5*

Under fairings and
air-conditioning
doors 6/ 6*

Fuselage Internal
Upper lobe and floors
10/8*

Lower lobe
above bilge
6/6*

Lower lobe
above bilge
6/6*
*Threshold/interval (years).

Figure 72. 727 Corrosion Control Program-Example
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707/720

General area
Outer - external
0)
Leading edge interior
C
Outer - main box - interior
~ Trailing edge interior
Center section interior
External (including doors
and landing gear bays)
(I)
Flightcrew compartment
0)
('U
Upper lobe interior
ai
(/)
Lower lobe interior
::I
LL
(except bilge)
Lower lobe - bilge
Section 48 interior
surfaces
External
._
Q) leading edges
~~ Main box interiors
>.0 Trailing edges
~ Center section
Center engine inlet duct
Nose and main landing gear
Powerplant and strut

727

747

737

Threshold

Repeat

Threshold

Repeat

Threshold

Repeat

Threshold

10
8
10
8
10
6

4

10

2/4
8
2/4

8
8
10

4

10
10
10

5

10

8

10

8
10

2
8

2

6

518

1.5/2

10
6
20
10
20
10 upper
5 lower

8

10
10

8

15

8

6

6

6

10
8
6

8

8

15
6

6

3

10

5

10
8
6
6
10

10
10
10

10
10

-

3
5
2/4
8
8
8
5

-

Landing ge,ar overhaul
4

2

5
10
5

8
1.5
8

2

10

8

10
10
10

8

10

4

10
8

5
8

Landing g~ar overhaul

5

2

5

6
8

10

10

4

10
10

-

2/4

6

4
2
8
5
5
4

10

Repeat
2
1.5

10
2
10
5 upper
2 lower
8
8
6
4
5
5
8
8
5
8

10
15
15
10

10

-

Landing ge;3r overhaul

5

5

-

Landing gei"' overhaul

7/15

3/15

Note: Some specific areas/items within the general areas have independent thresholds and repeat intervals.

Figure 73. Corrosion Inspection Threshholds and Inspection Interval Examples

Typical inspection intervals
Structure

Wing

SSIP[i::>
program,
flights

CPCP,

1,750 "C"

5

Leadinq edqe
Trailina edge
Wing box I Outboard
I C/S
External upper
External lower
Lower internal

1,750 "C"
1,750 "C"
14,000 "D"
14,000 "D"
1,750 "C"
14,000 "O"
14,000 "D"

5
5
10
8
1.5
1.5
6
Bilge - 3

Uooer lobe internal
Section 48 internal
External
Internal
I Vert
I Horiz
Strut

14,000 "D"
3,500 "2C"
1,750 "C''
3,500 "2C"
3,500 "2C"

8
5
2
8
8
2

External

MPD/MRB,

years

hours

1/2 at 16.000
16,000 spars

Fuselage

Empennage

Strut

NIA

Note: Current 727 flight averages 1,550 flights; 2.000 hr per year
C-chcck = 2,000 flights; 15 months; 2,600 hr
D-check =- 14,000 flights; 9 years; 18.000 hr .

.

16,000
1/2 at 16,000
16,000
1/4 at 16",000
16,000
16,000
1/2 at 16,000
1/4 at 16,000
1/3 at 16,000
16,000
16,000
1/3 at 16,000
1/3 at 16,000

~ Based on reference examples SSID.

Figure 74. Baseline Maintenance Program Example for 727-Visual Surveillance of all Visible Structure
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Inspection directions

Lead crack
,n frame - - - Fail-safe
chord

Inspection intervals
Inspection
method

SSIP

Skin external
access
(direction 1)

Detailed visual

14,000 flights

Frames
internal access
(direction 2)

Detailed visual

Structu res

CPCP

1/0.5

Surveillance

1 5 years /3,000 flights
30 ,000 flights

9/0.998
9/0.998

Surveillance

Figure 75. Example of Mandatory

Detection probability
(OTR /P3}
SSID
Corrosion

3 years /6,000 flights

·20 /0.9999

orrosion Inspection Contributions to Fatigue Damage Detection

Aft pressure
bulkhead

Cargo door

Aft lower lobe

_ __,,..__ Section 48,

cutout structure

drainage

non pressurized

Canted pressure
deck drains

Forward lower
lobe----

Pressurized area
Inactive designs:

Acceptable designs:

• Lack of cross drainage through stringers and other
longitudinal members
• Inadequate longitudinal drainage at BL 0
• Inadequate drainage of canted pressure deck area
• Blockage and pockets caused by systems or
payloads installations
• Excessive use of leveling compound

• Continuous drain path downward from upper lobe to

bilge
• Continuous longitudinal drain path at BL O
• Design to eliminate the need for leveling compound
• Drainage of canted pressure deck area both in flight
and on the ground

Figure 76. Lor1 er Lobe Dra;nage Examples in Corrosion Prevention Design Handhook
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Oelivery date

Jan 71

Feb 73

Mar 77

Sep 79

Feb 81

Sep 84

Apr 88

Mar 89

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Line No.

1000

900

C f'IICr secrion ralnage ,mpro cmcnl

180

ra1• sPal nose a

.. T..

d lloo 91:a 1runn1on bushing

160

lmplcmentat,on
o f AV8 ano
AV31J expanded
cover;ige

140
Cargo door IOICh pm sc-al

120
Number
of key
improvements

lmproveo bOOy drarn

100

w, g 10 oody fairing
ehm,natc bond,ng
below cab,n lloor

80

Fa ,seal webtchord w ing

60
Fay-seal lower strrnge,s
,m prove<l oond1ng

40

20

0

72

1970

74 76 78

80

82 84 86

88

90

92

93

94

Incorporation date, year

Figure 77. 747 Corrosion Prevention Design lmprO\ ement Effects on Service Peiformance

700
-

600
Reported
corrosion
events

Airplanes 1 to 200 }
c=J Airplanes 400 to 540

Comparison of 1O years'
service data for each
group

500

400
300

200
100

0

Wing skins
• Finish improvements

Wing spar chords
• Material change
• Finish improvements
• Fay surface sealant

Figure 7 . Corrosion P1·evention Design Im/ ro ement Examples-Model 747
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Inspection directions

---- - Without MSD

1.0

t:/)

With MSD link-up

0.8

Relative
0 .6
crack
length
0.4

Cl
'

0.2

' ....

0 0

....

...

'--~--- ----- ----

0.2

I

::i: •

1.0
0.8
0.6
Relative detection period

0.4

Inner skin

Outer skin

Inspection
direction

Inspection
method

Cracking
pattern

Interval

Detection
probability /DTR

1

Detailed

With MSD link-up

C-check

0.86 /3

(external)

visual

Without MSD

C-check

0.999 / 11

2
(external)

HFEC

With MSD link-up

4C-check

0.999 / 10

Without MSD

4C-check

0.999 / 12

Figure 79. Example of SID Revision to Account.for Assumed MSD link-Up in Lap plices

SkinFrameI

I I ~Inal { I
~

Mu ltiple element
damage (MED)

No contribution for

LJ external in spection

r---------------.,------ ----,

20

-Required
- - - - -probability
- - - - - - - - - ·•j -•j - - - - - - - - - - - -

10

.999
.99
.95
.9

Cumu lative
detection
probability

I
I

I
I

DTR

I

.5

I

I
I

.2

I
I

I

.06
0.001

0.01

0. 1

Relative inspection interval
Figure 0. Ew.mple ofSS!D Inspections of Failed Internal Frames
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• Local Damage

I

11: q:n ·1,
Crack initiation

I

dJ l tj:: !I I

Crack extension

I I I I I

t Iwb1

1111i111dm11111111 i: 1H11111 wb11111111mbt11,

I·
•
•
•
•

·I

L1ocal

Maxim um allowable damage shown
Damage connection up to this size is tolerated
No significant damage beyond th is reg ion
All MSD or MED w,ith in this area is local and alread y
accou nted for in damage tolerance analysis

• Multiple Site Damage (MSD)

S J -I S I S

I I ITI I I I 11111$111111111*11111111 ITI 1111111 ltl 1111111 ITI I

r--LwFo I

• Multiple Element Damage (MED)

Maximum allowable damage

• Widespread similar details
• Similar stresses
• Structural interaction with reduced allowable dama ge
Fi~ure 81 . Ex 1mplc r?f Local er. 11s Widespread M D or MED
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1.0

Semi-monocoque

Allowable
lead crack
ratio
LwFo

0.5

Monolithic structure

L iocal

MSD size

--1 1--

--00.0

L-----1.---- ----'----~- - -----'4--- - --.........._
5

0

3

2

MSD size, mm

Figure 2. MSD lnflu nee on llo»able Lead Crack Si_e

• Determine areas potentially susceptible to MSD.
• Determ.ine areas of possible concern for MED .
• Assess each suspect area's level of safety with current
and augmented maintenance programs.
• Select areas requi ring additional monitoring to establish
the required level of safety.
• Determine additional area-specific actions to achieve
the required level of safety.
• lmp1ement appropriate actions.
Fi ure

.

fem nt of Model- p

ific udits for M DIMED
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• Selected limited nondestructive disassembly, inspection, and
refurbishment of high time airplanes continuing in service
• Continuing assessme~t of the fleet-demonstrated capability
through dirigent monitoring of service experience
• Fleet exploration of high time airplanes with improved stateof-the-art NDI techniques
• Testing of new or. used structure on a smaller scale than
full ~omponent tests (i.e., subcomponent and/or:panel te~ts)
• Fatigue test of hjgh time ·airplane or full-scale major
component followed by detailed teardown or test article
• Teardown of high time airplane
Figure 84. Model~Specific Candidate Actions to Address Widespread Fatigue Damage Concerns
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Tear straps
Outer skin - ': Lap joint

Longitudinal
skin joint

J

Stringer

-

Butt joint

Inner skin-,,..._,I

'- Frame

Type and possible location of WFD

Service or test experience of factors
that influence MSD and/or MED
• Hi,gh stress - misuse of data from
coupon test
• Corrosion
• Countersink - manufacturing defect
• Disband, corrosion
• Manufacturing defect
• Surface preparation
• Bond layer too thin
• Design defect - surlace preparation
process

MSD - longitudinal skin joint
• Lap joint
• Outer skin - upper rivet row
• Inner skin - lower rivet row
• Butt joint
• Skin - outer rivet rows
• Doubler - inner rivet rows
MED frame
• Stress concentration areas
MED - tear straps
• Critical fastener rows in the
skin at tear strap joint

Figure 85. tructures Potentially Susceptible to WFD-Longitudinal Skin Joint , Frames and T ar
Strap Examples

Typical Outer Ring Splices

F

Web splices
Legend:
F fastener area
R radius area

Type and possible location of WFD
MSD/MED - outer ring splice
• Attachment profiles - at fastener rows and/or in
radius area
MED - web splices
• Bulkhead skin and/or splice plates - at critical
fastener rows

Service or test experience of factors that
influence MSD and/or MED
•
•
•
•

Corrosion
High stresses - combined tension and compression
High induced bending in radius
Inadequate finish in radius - surface roughness

Figure 86. Structure Potentially Susceptible to WF'D-Ajt Pr~s. ure Dome Outer Ring and Dome Web
Spit ·es E ·amples
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Lap Splice

Butt Joint

4

4

3

3

Relative

WFD

2

2

threshold
predictio ns

Test
data
0

0

Independent Predictions

Figure 87. WFD Threshold Prediction xample fo r Lap and Burt Joint

Lead crack
plastic zone ~

/

(

°\__

-

1.0

R1

R2

- ---......

f- 30 rnm--1........._ ..... . . ___

e--oe e--oe
e--oe \)
-11- - 1 1-

~
Lead crack
I- C -I

'~~

1220 mm

MSO plastic zone
_ __

-I l:;:1 I-

/ -o---oe

--------E:::3--Yield stress -

--- -

/

!

___

MSD cra ck size

5

------------- -~.----- --

mm / /
//

0 .8

Relative
residual
strength

0.6

MSD link-up criterion : Link-up assumed when
plas ttc zones from the lead
crack and MSD crack louch

I

0.4

R1 + R2 = C

1-mm MSD in all
fastener holes

0.2
0.0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Half lead crack length mm

Figure 88. Residual .5trength of an Un tiffened Panel Containing M D at ach Fa. tener Hole
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crack
plasticzoneA

!

Lead

-

.,,,,,-,-.,,.-,---

/

!

---"V'---1

'

1220 mm

1.0

'~-

~

---....._ ______
-........ ....__
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mm-j

'-.

--0. -0- \

-0-

~ C -1

-1 1-

-,

MSD crack size

)

1-

----------------~------ --~

Lead crack

"'

-

-I 1=1 I-

/ -o--oe

········--E:)-···

Yield stress

R2

R1

.,,-

MSD plastic zone

_____ _

5 mm

/

/

0.8

Relative
residual
strength

Lmsd - 0.5 mm

MSD hnk-up

1 mm <::~--..
2mm ·•v... .:::·_ . .
~5 mm •. ~

0.6

criterion: Link•up assumed when
plastic zones lrom the lead
crack and MSD crack touch

<.,.-.. ,

R 1 +A 2 = C

0.4
....... .....,., ......... _, ........
'"

MSD in all
fastener holes

0.2

"•

......

..., ..,. ......

. ,._ .,...

..,,,. .............

_

....':"': -::~:;;: ..

0.0 -+----T----.--- -.....-- -~----,------,,------.- ----r-----'-400
300
350
250
200
150
100
50
0

Half lead crack length , mm

Figure 89. Residual Strength of an Unstiffened Panel Containing Various MSD Sizes

MSD plastic zone~

/
I
(
\

'

,,,,.,....,-

..,,,.-..-----

-

______
R2

l--30 mm-1

e-a.
e-a.
-1 , - -, 1MSD crack size
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- ---~

..........

......_

R1

'
'\}
eo---of---1\1'-

-I 1=1 I-

.0.

Load
transfer
panel

/

I-C-1

-- -.....__________ ------- -

-✓

/

Link•up assumed when
plastic zones from the lead
crack and MSD crack touch

1.0

L =- 381 mm

R1 + R2 = C

0.8
Relative
residual
strength

Lead crack
/plasticzone

0 -6

Test data
-eLoad transfer
No load transfer -e-

0.4

--~-------

Prediction
Plastic zone
interaction

1-l
-·····0 -·········

No load
transfer
panel

1220 mm

Transition

0.2

'------L------'-----1.. -----...i-------

O.O

0.5

1.0
1.5
MSD crack length, mm

2.0

2.5

Figure 90. Test and Prediction of Failure Stre . es for Flat Panel Containing MSD at Each Fastener
Hole
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Frame-centered crack

.c
0)
C

~
U)

Frame and
tear strap

ro

:J

:"Q
(/)

Stringer

Q.)

~ 1.0 1-----~~=-. ..:::--------- :;,,-'""---°7 C)...,_
~

o Test data

(/)

(l)

- - - - Skin residual strength with simulated

.2:

cu
a5

,..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,____ MSD in every fastener hole
LIB
2
1
0
MSD distribution

a:

~

Broken frame and strap

Figure 91. Residual Strength of a Stiffened Panel Containing a Frame Center Crark along the Lap
Joint with Va1yi11g MSD Distributions

Frame-centered crack

..c
0)
C

Stiffener strengU1

~

t,
cti

Stringer

:J

-0

"iii

~
C

2

(J)

Q)

-~
~

a>

0:

0

~

A

Broken frame and strap

2

L/8

A
Section A-A

Figure 92. Stiffening Influence on Residua/ Strength in the Presence of MSD
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Frame-centered crack

1/

cu::i

~1ol--- ~'~----. ..;c~~~

L·"'----------~

.

~

~

Skin residual
strength
with MSD in all
fastener holes

CJ)

~
~

1.04

--ii--

o Test data
• Predicted results

~ ~ ~\ Lmsd

o

Q)

a:

Midbay
tear strap

o

O

o

2.5 mm

\_MSD crack

0

,rt''
Section A-A

Figure 93. Residual Strength Test/Analysis Comparison.for a ttffened Panel

Doubler

Original damage
(cutout in skin)

+ + + +
+ + + + + + t
+ + + +
+ + + + + + +
+ + + +
+ + + + + + +
+ t + + 1+ + + +It + t +
------~------_______ _ i
+ + + + + '+ + + +I+ + + + +
+ + + + t+ + t +I+ t t t
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + -+ -1------t l - 1 +- + + + +

-

Doubler
Stringer

--------~-------~--------------+-- ----+------~-------~------- ~-------

Crack
location
/Skin

Potential hidden crack
occurring subsequent
to repair

Section A-A

Fi ure 94. Typical Fuselage E terna/ kin Repair
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Charter
Aviation Rulemaking Advisory Committee
(ARAC)
Transport and Engine
Special Interest Group
Airworthiness Assurance
Working Group
Structures task groups

FAA

FAA

American
Douglas

Delta
Airbus-Fokker
British Aerospace
Lockheed

-----

r

Repair
Assessment
Task Group

FAA
United
Boeing

Task groups
707
727
737
747

II
J

,

--- -

L

---·---

Task groups
DC-8
DC-9
DC-10

I

- -- - - - - - - - ,

Task groups
SAC 1- 11 / USAir
Airbus /Continental
Fokker/ USAir
L-1011 /Delta

J

J

- - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .J

Figure 95.Repair Assessment Task Group

100
All repairs

100%

356 repairs

80
Repair size
distribution, 60
%

- - - Repairs requiring supplemental .
inspections (categorie B and C)

40
Repairs requiring no special
action (category A)

20
0
0

50

100
Repair length, cm

Figure 96 . Fu elage Repair Size Distributions_Based on Fleet ur e
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Baseline
inspection
intervals
(flight cycles)

Structure (surveillan ce inspection )

3,000

Wing

External

Fuselage

Leadinq-e dqe cavity
Trai\ina-edQe cavity .
Wing box · Outboard
Center section
(internal)
Upper lobe external :
Lower lobe external
Uooer lobe internal
Lower lobe internal/b ilge
Section 48 internaf

3,000
3,000
15,000.
20,000
6,000
3,000
20,000
15,000/9,000

;

6,000

Empennage External
Internal

Vertical stabilizer
Horizontal stabilizer

Strut

3,000
· 20,000
20,000
· 15,000

Figure 97. Assumed Baseline Zonal Inspection Intervals for 727 Repair Assessments

Stage 1
Area/compone nt screening
data collection
I

I

I

I

No need for supplemental
inspection

Repair may need supplemental
inspection

I
Stage 2

I

..

Repair categorization
l

.

I

Category C

Category A

Category B

Continue normal
maintenance

Supplemental
" inspections .

,.,_

Time limited

.

Stage 3
Inspection/replacement
requirements
I

I

I

I

Inspection requirements
defined in structural
repair manual

Apply model-specific
guidelines to determine
inspection requirements

Guidelines cannot be applied;
send details to manufacturer
for assessment

Figure 98. Repair Assessment Stages
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Manufacturer

Model

Threshold~flights)

Airbus

A-300-B2

32,000

British Aerospace

BAC 1-11

60,000

Boeing

707
727
737
747

15,000
45,000
60,000
15,000

McDonnell
Douglas

DC-8
DC-9/MD-80
DC-10

30,000
60,000
30,000

Fokker

F-28

60,000

Lockheed

L-1011

27,000

[!> Assessment of existing repairs recommended at next major (D-check
equivalent) check or threshold . whichever is later.

Figure 99. Typical Manufacturer Repair A e ment Threshold Re ommendations

Inspection Baseline

5

i:::::================1

Forward entry door with airstairs

\ _ HFECQ)
4

Relative
inspection
interval

Zone 1

LFEC@
3

•••••••••

2

Repair H

0 1......-___.l.----'----.J----L--...._____.
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2

Zone 2iiiiiiiaii--.J

Repair doubler size/frame spacing

Option 1: Internal HFEC per curve 1 of skin at all fastener locations on critical row of repair.
Option 2: For lap splice repairs, external LFEC per curve 2 (if within NOT procedure limits) a1 all
fastener locations on the critical row of repair.
Option 3: Internal survey visual per curve 3 of skin at all fastener locations on critical row of repair.
Option 4: Internal detail visual per curve 4 of skin at all fastener locations on critical row of repair.

(I::>, Adjust intervals as required for other zones by appropriate zone factor
Figure 100. In pection Options for Fuselage kin Repairs R quiring Supplemental In pections
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